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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newapaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

In Our 92nd Year

Nunn Appoints Harper
As Secretary of State
By Robert P. Dalton
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI)—
Gov. Louie B. Nunn today appointed Public Information
Commissioner Ken Harper as
Kentucky Secretary of State,
replacing Mrs. Lelia Begley, who
'became an assistant secretary of
state.
Nunn then named his press
secretary, Larry Van Hoose, to
serve in a dual role as public
information commissioner and
press secretary.
Mrs. Begley of Hyden, Ky. was
appointed six months ago to fill
the unexpired term of her
husband,Elmer Begley, who died
while in office.
Van Hoose, of Paintsville, has
served since 1967, shortly after
Nunn took office, as press
secretary. Under the new plan,
Van Hoose will serve as press
secretary and head the information office at the $18,000-ayear salary of the commissioner
of public information.
Harper, 38, of Fort Mitchell,
formerly served three times as a
state representative from Kenton
County.
The announcement at a news
conference today followed
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Mrs. Curd Dies
Monday At The
Local Hospital
Mrs. Goldia McKee! Curd of
Murray Route Eight was
claimed by death Monday at five
p.m. at the Murray
County Hospital. She-W
a
73
years of age and her tieth
followed an extended illness.'
The deceased was well known
throughout the state having
served as state manager of the
Woodmen organization. She had
also served as officer of the
national, state, and Iota]
Wooeman organization, and at
the time of her death was serving
as past president of Murray
Woodman Grove 126.
Mrs. Curd was a member of the
First Unite Methodist Church and
was a member of the Women's
Society of Christian Service and
the Friendship Sunday School
Class of that church. She was a
member of the Senior Citizens
Club, the Home Department of
the Murray Woman's Club,and of

10* Per Copy
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Rescue Squad Votes To

Continue Fire-fighting
Until Money Is Exhausted
Carter PTA Mothers
Serve, Playground

Service Only $826 Away
From Being Discontinued

The Mothers of the Carter
Schoo+ Parent-Teacher
Association have a project of
the citizens of Calloway, but also,
patrolling the playground during The Calloway County Fire and
Mrs. Geisha M. Curd
they individually purchase
thte morning recess at ten a.m. Rescue Squad, at a special
meeting Sunday afternoon, voted citizens band radios so that they
WOMEN OF MOOSE
continue their firefighting can be readily reached in time of
to
Mrs. Cliff Campbell is chairThe Women cif the Moose will
services until all of their emergency.
man of the Mothers Patrol and
meet Thursday, February 4, at
available funds, have been used The squad originally intended
mothers unable to serve at their
7:30 p.m. at the Moose Lodge. All
up, according to Donald Thorn, a to discontinue its fire fighting
designated period are asked to
officers are asked to wear pastel
services on February 1, but—in
spokesman for the squad.
call her at 753-4698.
formals.
The squad has ;826.35 in cash hopes that the Fiscal Court will
that was collected through vote an annual appropriation and
The mothers are doing this as a
PARTY CANCELLED
recent that the people of the county will
Mr. Van Clark, left is receiving a certificate verifying him as
that donations during their
_ The paint party, scheduled for service to the teachers so
donate enough money—the
fund-raising drive.
the owner of the largest American Holly tree in the state of
duty
playground
have
will
members of the Business and they
of the squad members of the squad have
is
the
feeling
"It
Kentucky. Boyce McCuistote Calloway County Ranger with the
may
Professional Women's Club on for the recess period and
that we will be back in financial decided to continue to answer
Kentucky Diviston of Forestry is presenting the certificate to Mr.
Friday evening, has been can- devote the time to preparation for difficulty again if the Fiscal calls to fires until their money
Clark. The tree, located 14 miles northeast of Murray near
work.
school
the
(Continued on Page Eight
celled
Palestine Church, is in the batkground.
Court does not see fit to make an runs out.
annual appropriation," Thorn
said. "Whether we shut down
completely, will be determined
by the actions of the fiscal court
-and the people honoring their
pledges," he added.
Mr. Van Clark, Route 3, Murray, has been awarded a certificate
The squad has received $3,622
by the Kentucky Division of Forestry as the owner of the largest
and Thern sald'he hopes
pledges
By AL RO8S1TER
America's third moon landing.
American Holly' tree in the state of Kentucky. This tree is located
the pledges will be honored.
SPACE
CENTER,
Their
spacecraft
.docking
probHouston
14 miles nortlaast of Murray near Palestine Church.
Dicussion was also held con- An Old Fashioned Fiddler's
(UPI—Apollo 14 astronauts lem had vanished mysteriously.
Mr. Clark who is 8-3 years of age, has owned this property since
cerning
the subject of the squad Contest will be held Saturday,
made up lost time today as Space
veteran
Alan .' B. ABOARD THE USS NEW
1912, and says the diameter at that time was 12 to 14 inches. He
furnishing
the'' eititens o February 6, at seven p.m. at the
they hurtled through space for Shepard 'and-ha—footie
ORLEANS (UPI)—We portable
purchased the property from Newton Brandon, grandfather of
with a regular Jeffery Gymnasium at Calloway
Galloway
County
Fdgar D. Mitchell and Stuart wooden steps the Apollo 14
jtonald Churchill, who lives in Calloway County.
report
so
that the people CJunty High School. The event
financial
astronauts
will
use
to
step
from
A. Roosa, were the quietest
_ The history of this tree has been traced back to 1847 when it was
how
the
money
is being will be sponsored by the Band
will
know
team so far in the Apollo their recovery helicopter to the
found in the woods by Newton Brandon while he was wild turkey
Boosters Club of the school.
spent.
program. They had so little to flight deck of the recovery ship
All cash and gifts have been
hunting one year after his marriage. At this time, the tree was 2
The expenses for the year 197
are
the
same
Mitchell
steps
used
by
do
that
suggested
they
--Sgt. and Mr's. Dale Spann were
to 3 inches in diameter. Mr. Brandon dug the tree up and planted
donated by the Murray and
projection
of
the
squad's
and
every
astronaut
since the flight
surprised last night when friends ''could play a lot of tic-tar-toe'
it in his front yard where he had built his home near Hico.
expenses for 1971 are as follows: Calloway County merchants, and
the flight plan of Apollo 10.
all proceeds will go to the
Mr. Brandon's grandson, Ronald Churchill, has been very in- of the couple placed a large sign,' on the pages of
A 10-second rocket burst sped The steps were made by a
Calloway County High Band. The
We regret.to Jiive an the comic arrumental in tracing facts about Atis tree's history. He "Happy Anniversary Dale and then! on- an accurate course to carpenter aboard the USS Item
stri'p' AbefB and Slats Raebtirn remembers climbing this American lidfle tree when he was a boy Helen," in the front yard of tit -retrieve the 40 minutes lost Princeton, the recovery ship for Rent
$1,021o9.6
70o ,o110971 admission win be 50 and cents.
Van Buren, the artist is retiring visiting his grandparents home. At that time, approximately 1910, home. The couple will — e before launch, so Shepard and Apollo 10. The steps, which will Electricity
98.05 150.00 Prize money will be giver for
celebrating their fourth wedding
at the age of 80. He has drawn the the tree was about 12 inches in diameter.
222.38 325.00 the best rock and roll band,
Mitchell can land on the moon be used for the three remaining Natural Gas
second best rock and roll band,
The tree is now 7 feet 10 inches in circumference, 46L2 feet in
anniversary on February 3.
strip for thirty three years and
New Equipment 1,028.40 2,500.00
moon
missions
following
Apollo
as
originally
scheduled
Friday.
best country band, second best
Neighbors of the Spann couple
we have carried it in the Ledger height, and has a limb spread of 38 feet, although the limbs have
181.61
225.
ne
i
n
o
e
s
ep
o
lh
T
G
e
al
14,
are
made
out
of
inexpensive
The
landing
in
the ancient
and Times for the past twenty been trimmed back in recent years for greenery. These three saw the strange car in the front of Fra Mauro lunar valley at. 4:17 pine lumber.
498.11 550. country band, beat ..uartet, and
measurements are the points considered when a tree is named in
the home as they were placing
five years.
50.99 520. second best quartet.
Repairs
this contest.
Merchandise prizes will be
the sign there and called the a.m. EST was reconfirmed
Truckk Tpaaxyment 1,810.10 1,810.1
SPACE
CENTER,
Houston
when
ground
engineers
concludThe tree is estimated to be approximately 140 years old by
given for banjo pickers,. soloes
Murray Police Department. Mrs.
We have a new comic starting
Sales
the
mechanism
which UM—Network officials say
forestry officials.
(under 13), guitar players, oldest
Spann said she assured the police ed
yesterday.
(Country music
This champion American Holly tree was discovered and
that couples the command ship and 600 million persons watched the
married couple, two piece bands,
when
they
arrived
0.00
of
Apollo
14 on show
105.75
everything was_alright and said moon !ander now was "working launch
husband calling, fiddlers,
We've bees in Murray 25 years reported to forestry officials by Raphael Jones, who lives in
400.00
television.
This
_nsurance
305.00
compares
with
she appreciated the thought. beautifully."
mandolin pickers, largest family,
this month. Seems like a lifetime Murray.
the 45 million who saw the P
e
staegua
moise
soloes )14 over), best duets, hog
fulness of the person wholilaced
in some ways, but only a short
But they still were puzzled launch of Alan Shepard's first.
0°.1*
11
70 150
635..36
neous, 17
the sign there:
calling, best trioes, pantomine,
time in others. You can do a lot in.
over what went wrong Sunday space flight 10 years ago.
Radio equipment 0.00 300.00 youngest
person attending,
25 years, like raising a family,
night when the docking device The audience for the launch TOTAL
$8.050.10
$5,559.45
youngest
musician, piano
accumulating gray hair and
failed to work the first five times of Apollo 14 was made up of 216
players,
and
French
harp player,
getting larger around the middle.
the two spacecraft
bumped million persons who watched it Thorn pointed out that the
Door prizes will also be given.
together. Ground
experts from sWestern Europe, 103 reason the projected cost of Felix
Perrin, president of the
Eatiag tastes differ at different
speculated some kind of foreign million rfr•Eastern Europe and
repairs for 1971 is so much Band Boosters Club, urges the
times. Last night for instance, it
particle may have jammed the 55 million in the United States,
greater than the cost in 1970 is public to attend this special
was just too blamed cold to go out
delicate mechanism, possibly a the networks said.
that the fire truck was new last event.
to eat and we were not hungry
sliver of ice which melted before When Shepard made the first
Hugh Waldrop, Al Koertner,
year and the squad anticipa
anyway. What to do. We search The Febrintry term of
the sixth docking attempt.
U.S. 'space flight in 1961, additional needed repairs as the
Other cases on the docket inFarrell, Herbert
the pantry and come up with a Calloway Circuit Court opened clude Laird Brick vs. Owen on Richard
communications satellites were truck is used.
Monday at nine a.m. with Judge
Alexander, Dewey I,ampkins,
Final Time
not available to telecast the Thorn issued the following
James. M. Lassiter presiding. February 10; Smith vs. Harmon Jr., J. R. Story, Mrs. Perry
(Continued on Page Eight)
event overseas.
Bro. Roy Beasley, minister of the on Febnary 11: Latimer vs. Harrison, Lee W. Fox, Pat
statement to- the people of
and
Cory- Rowland, Jesse McKinney, The coupler will be used for a
Seventh and Poplar Church of Youngbloods.,
Calloway County on behalf of the
second and final time Saturday 'SPACE CENTER, Houston
grist. Jed thtivening prayer. monwealth vs. Miller on Erlear Shirley -Tettllow
Squadi
o retrieve Shepar-d-,47. and (UPI i—The space agency ac—FiEkiary
12;
Carter
vs.
dwards
John Ed Scott was named as
Verna McKee,Mrs. Paul Shahan,
"We ask that all people who Lloyd Henry of 1512 Henry
Mitchell,
40,
after
they
return
credited 488 reporter's to cover have petitions in any form perforeman of the Grand Jury for on February 16; Adams vs. Joe W. Parker, Paul Dailey. Jr.,
Street, Murray, passed away
from their 33,2 hours on the the flight of Apollo 14. This
-the current term. The Grand Crouch on February 18; and Jerome Brandon, Marjorie
taining to the Rescue Squad, to Monday_ at 2:15
at the
moon. If _..thdr lunar muslule_ rnmparea with. 350 whn covered
Commonwealth
vs.
Chester,
et
al,
Jury will make their inplease bring them in. We also Murray-Calloway
dss, John R. Heiden, Hewlett
Count)
,
cannot link up with the Alan Shepard's first flight in
A painting workshop will be vestigations and
report back to on February 22.
invite you to come in and discuss Hospital. His death at the age of.
Cooper, Anna Fay Taylor, Cova
:
by 1961 and 1,2,52 assigned to
held at the Murray Art Guild, the court on Thursday morning at Members of the petit jury are.
command ship piloted
this matter with us at our 81 followed an extended illness.
Clark, Keys Blakely, Jack Dodd,
East Main Street, on Thursday,
Elwood Brown, Warden Gilbert, William Hornbuckle, Margaret Roosa, 37, the two astronauts Apollo 11, man's first lunar" meetings because, as we have
nine o'clock.
may
February 4,.from 6:30 to 9:30
have
to
walk
through
landing.
Lance
Lilly,
Other members of the Grand Lanita Russell, G. T.
indicated to you, the Rescue The deceased was a retired
Garrett, W. H. Brooks, and Loyd space
p.m.
to reach the safety of the
Jury are Thomas Hogancamp, Booth, Ray Brownfield, Mrs. Boyd.
Squad belongs to every one in farmer and a member of.,the
---Wentinned en Page Eight)
This is the first of a series of Hardiman Miller, Rubin James,
Calloway."
Sweetheart Dinner Will
Martin's
Cliapel
United
three workshops on painting to be Dave Willis, Art Lee, Hershell
"Once again from the whole Methodist Church. He was born
conducted at the Guild during the Shelton,
Clover
Cotham,
Held By The Kappas squad, may we say a sincere September 5, 1889, and his
month of February by Robert D. Rosemary Spiceland, Bobby Nix
thank you to everyone who has parents were the late Samuel
The Kappa Department of the
Manley, instructor in the art Crawford, Mrs. Harry Sparks,
helped in this matter," Thorn Foster Henry and
Murray Woman's Club will have
Martha Patdepartment at Murray State and J. B. Watson.
concluded.
terson Henry.
its Valentine Sweetheart Dinner
University. Manley has a B.F.A. The first case on the court
The Rescue Squad has been
(potluck) tonight Tuesday l at
degree from Rhode Island School docket is scheduled for Tuesday,
plagued with financial problems „Survivors are his .,istelfe, Mrs.
6:30 p.m. at- the club house.
of Design and an M.F.A. degree February 9, and is Charlton vs.
Ruth Henry of 1512-1enry Street;
A program of music will be since they decided to offer fire
from Syracuse University. He
protection to the residents of the one daughter, Mrs. James E.
presented. Husbands of the
has been teaching at Murray
(
members will be special guests. county. The squad members Dorothy) Hughes of 404 North
17th Street, Murray; two sons,
State University since 1969. receive
no
pay
whatsoever
for
Hostesses will be Mesdames
their time and efforts and donate Eunice Henry of 218 South 13th
Jerry
Henry,
J.
Field
Monasked
to
been
have
Members
Street, Murray, and Charles
tgomery, Robert Hibbard, Dan the use of their own automobiles
bring either a painting they are
Henry of Murray Route Three;
and
gasoline
to
get
to
and
from
Whitehead
of
Route
Bobby
Joe
McKinney, Ron Christopher,
working on or a finished painting
the fires, the lake and other six grandchildren; five great
Five,
Paris,
Tenn.,
was
tranDwain
Taylor,
and
Jimmy
Ford.
group
and
critique
a
for
places where their services are grandchildren.
discussion at the first workshop. sferred by a Max Churchill
_
requested.
•
from
the
Murray
ambulance
Slides will be shown, and an
Members
of
the
squad
not
only
Wolfson
To
M.
Funeral
services will be held
A.
Mrs.
assignment will be given to guild Calloway County Hospital to the
devote their time and money to Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Memorial
Hospital
at
Baptist
the
for
preparation
members in
Speak At Delta Meeting
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Memphis, Tenn., on Monday
second workshop.
Funeral Home with Rev. Johnson
night.
United l'r.e• Intormational
Easley, Rev. Coy Garrett, and
Mrs. A. NI. Wolfson will present
Whitehead suffered gunshot
Members are urged to attend
Kentucky: Mostly fair and cold Rev. W. A. Farmer officiating.
the program on "Hand Weaving
and may invite guests. Pat wounds of the right side of the
today.
Occasional
snow
west
Pallbearers Will be
in Kentucky" at the meeting of
Morgan and Luanne Philpot will head and shoulder on Sunday
portion tonight spreading east- Donald, Jerry,
Bobby,-Wayne,
night, according to hospital
the Delta DePartment of the
be hostesses fot the evening.
ward over state Wednesday. Leon, and Stanley
authorities.
Murray Woman's Chib to be held
Henry, and
.
Snow
becoming
mixed
then
going
Glen Hughes.
tonight Tuesday) a0:3ap.m. at
Basil Jones has been charged
FALSE ALARM
to
rain
west
portil
tonight
and
with "malicious shooting" by
the club house.
ea4t.portion Wednesday. Cloudy
Another false alarm was an- Calloway County law officials
Burial will be in the New
Hostesses for the meetin
and not so cold tonight 'arid
&THAT DOCKING PROBLEM—Astronaut Eugenc (', I ian, baeletip commander for tho
swered by the Murray Fire and is now out on bond of $1000.00.
Concord
Cemetery with the
be Miss sa Fairlesa.
Wednesday. Highs today 20s to
Aoollo 14 -Moon niision, pqints to the capture Ladies on an Apollo docking- probe
Department this mortag at He is scheduled to appearbefore
Gibson, Ilwight Crisp, lower 30s. Lows tonight teens east arrangements by the J. H.
W.
at Houatun Space-Center as.he expluina40 newsmen how the Af)o-llo 14 lunai mod12:45. Nine men and Chief Jackie the Grand jury of this term of
Walter Baker, George Hart, and to 20s west. Highs Wednesday 30s afihurchill Funeral Home where
ule und etinimand module failed to link op' until the sixth•trv
court, according to court records
Cooper answered the call.
friends my call.
Vernon -Roberts.
to low 40s
„
11.,A415:
-- •
•Ty
•-•
•
.
_

Largest American Holly Tree
.In-K•n-tucky Located At-..Hico

Apollo 14 Astronauts
Hurtle Toward Landing

Old Fashioned
Fiddler's
Contest Here*

Space Briefs

Seertl-leard
Around

Large Sign Placed
At Spann,Home

Murray

Circuit Court Opens Monday;
Grand JulyibReports Thursday

Lloyd Henry
Dies Monday

Workshop Planed_
At Art Guild Here

Be

Whitehead Taken to
Hospital, Memphis

The Weather

„e

1 nor Two
PA
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Readers And Doers
Some years ago when television was taking
the country by storm, there were dire
predictions about what the new generation
growing up on television would be like.
It can now be reported that persons between
the ages of 1.4 and 25, the first generation to have
grown up with television, use daily newspapers
for new and information almost as much as their
elders, a survey released by the Bureau of
Advertising of the American Newspaper
Publishers Association reveals.
The bureau based its assessment on a new
study of media habits and attitudes, conducted
by the Gilbert Youth Research. The study
samples a national cross-section of more than
1,600 persons between the ages of 14 and 25.
The survey found that 73 per cent of all 14
and 25 years old read one or more daily
newspaperson the average weekday as compared
to 78 per cent of all atiults.
Other findings of the survey: The young
spend almost as much time as adults with each
newspaper and absorberadVeisirig is well is
editorial content; as they grow up they read
newspapers more, watch television less; more
responsible and mature young people are most
likely to read the newspaper on a given day.
Dr. Leo Bogart, executive vice president and
general manager of the bureau, said,"Our study
shows that the same dynamism, the same high
level of aspiration that has motivaited
Americans is still visible in the young people
today." lie said the study reaffirmed that "the

more highly educated, the doers and achievers
have always shown the greatest orientation to
the printed word." —Palestine (Tex.) Herald-

Press

;Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIMES FILE

The Memorial Baptist Church will observe Church Membership
:Week February 6-10. according to the pastor, Rev. T.„A. Thacker.
Bernard C. Harvey, administrator of the Murray Hospital, is
attending the 4th annual Congress on Administration at Chicago,
Dist.S. Lowry spoke on "Prospects For 1961" at the meeting of
the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
The Calloway C ounty Junior Basketball Tournament will be
played at the Carr Health Building, Murray State College,
February 7, 9, and 11. Gene Landon and Buddy Hewitt will be the
officials.

Today
20 Years Ago
rni
LEDGER•TIKES

Murray and Calloway County woke up yesterday morning with
-_one of the worst weather conditions experienced in many years.
--Bitter cold and snow practically paralyzed business and other
activity in the area.
The Murray Manufacturing Company closed down February 1
and will remain closed until February 5 due to the extreme cold
temperatures and snow.
"Nobody seen loafing anywhere up town yesterday", from the
column, "Seen es Heard Around Murray".
. Attending the mid-winter of the Dental Society at Chicago, Ill.,
;are Doctors A. H. Kopperud, A. H. Titsworth, A. D. Wallace,
•_Woodfin Hutson, and H. M. McElrath.

_Bible Thoughtfor Today

LEDGER & TIMES — MLitt( s1 , KENTUCKY

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Tuesday, Feb. 2, the
By Gary G. lluddleston
33rd day of 1971.
The moon is in the first
DISTRICTS—The Kentucky General Assembly will convene in
quarter.
special session February 25 to cinsider the reapportionment of the
The
morning
stars
are
-state's 138 legislative chstricts to make them conform with
Venus, Mars and
opoulation shifts recorded in the 1970 census.
By Jim Warren
Jupiter.
•
State News Bureau
The evening star is Saturn.
FRANKFORT, KY.—Two Those born on this day are
REVENUE—Governor Nunn has announced that more money— Canadian officials are visitng under the sign of Aquarius.
some $6.2 million more as of December 31—is coming into the Kentucky this week to look at the
On this day in history:
state treasury than was expected a yeas ago, and that he. is state's surface mining program.
In 1848 Mexico signed a
rescinding across-the-board spending cuts he ordered last
J. D. Henderson, minister of treaty giving Texas, New
August.
Health and Environment for Mexico, Arizona and California
Alberta Province, Canada, and to the United States for $15
Ins assistant, E. B. Monsma, million.
DERBY—A new commission officially began the task of planning arrived here last week to begin a
In 1876 the National Baseball
statewide celebrations of the 200th anniversary of the founding of two-day inspection of surface
League was formed with teams
Ford Harrod and the 100th running of the Kentucky Derby in 1974. mining
operations in four from Boston, Chicago, CincinnaKentucky counties.
ti, New York, Philadelphia, St.
Henderson said the U. S. Laths, Louisville and Hartford.
COURT—The Court of Appeals told a newspaper reporter he may Bureau of Mines had recomIn 1933 Adolf Hitler, the new
not refuse to answer questions that pertain to any criminal act mended Kentucky as an area to
Nazi Chancellor, ordered disactually observed by him. The issue may eventually go before the be studied.
solving of the Reichstag
U. S. Supreme Court.
Ralph Cox, U. S„ Bureau of (Parliament).
In other action, the high court invalidated a statutory limit on Mines,said his department made
In 1969 two deaths in the
severity of punishment imposed in contempt of court cases. The the recommendation because of
world of the arts: Actor Boris
state's 1854 law limited a court to a $30 fine or 24-hour jail sen- progress, research and imKarloff at the age of 81 and
tence as the penalty for contempt.
provements in surface mine Metropolitan Opera Star Gioregulations made in Kentucky. vanni Martinelli at 83.
Hoderson told a news con- A thought for today: Roman
BANKS—Banking Commissioner E. G. Adams said recently his ferhee surface mining already is
poet Ovid said, "To be loved,
department is developing a computerized information system—to underway in flatland areas of
be lovable."
show where the money is or is not—for all banks and related in- Alberta but miners now want to
stitutidns in Kentucky.
move into hill areas similar to
Kentucky.
-We are concerned with
FIREMEN—Governor Nunn has appointed a nine-member whether or not to allow strip
commission to work toward better fire protection and improved
mining into our foothills along the
professional standards of firemen throughout the state.
Rocky Mountains," Henderson
added.
-Basically we must determine
whether, if one does allow strip
mng into these areas,
reclamation can effectively deal
with the environmental problems
created by it."
He said since coal resources
and mines are government
number of days of high pollution owned in Alberta, complete
By Marva Gay
potential.
control over mining can be
Special Writer
Sweetsmell
employed
a exercised.
FRANKFORT, KY.—Presided
University
of
Kentucky
Gov. Louie B. Nunn told the
over by Major Wiseman,
meteorologist and help from the visitors Kentucky land had been
Sweetsmell, Ksy.,. issw
By setting up sampling ravaged in the past by surface
clean, happy town.
devices, air quality was deter- mining before effective laws
But, just down the Ohio River,
mined. They measured the were passed and enforced and
Mayor Crud's Smokeyville is a
15 YEARS IN DEATH ROW
amounts of dust and gases and the public became aroused.
dark, dingy, polluted mess.
—Ruling that the convicthe. places _they74me from,
_
He
.
have
urged
to
Ahem
The tale of Sweetsmell and
After finding that Sweetsmell's regulations and enforcements tion and death sentence imSmokeyville was presented by
problem came primarily from well established before allowing posed on Charles Townsend
Frank Partee, technical director
auto exhaust, Mayor • Wiseman surface mining into foothill (above), 35, in 1955 were
of the Kentucky Air Pollution
unconstitutional, a federal
hired a city planner. Citizens paid areas.
Control Commission KAPCC)
judge in Chicago ordered
$5 a year for an air pollution The governor also noted recent
recently at an environmental
Townsend be re-tried
control program and a healthy improvements in Kentucky that
within four months or be
workshop at Carter Caves State
envirOnthent was preserved.
gsurface mine regulations, such as set free. :Townsend spent
Park.
In Smokeyville, where the /requiring' approval and inthe 15 years in death row
Noting that any reseDblaace to
problem came primarily from ssection of all sediment control
in the Cook County Jail.
reality the twa ilyttettietical
an citizens did'nt seerh.sructores on mine sites by the U.
industries
towns was litirely- Ctiin6dental,
to care, little was done.
'S. Soil Conservation Service.
Partee explained the developLISTENS TO MOM
- '-' Elmore C. Grim,director of the CHARLESTON,
ment and problems of the two
W. Va. (UPI)
Partee said the town became
Bureau
of
Reclamation, who will —When
imagined river communities.
mother
Jewish
a
known for high . respirtory
Smokeyville, the industrial disease. Citizens paid $65 a yeat travel with he visitors, said they speaks, the son pays heed —at
town, took little note of terrain, for removing dirt that spoiled the will visit Breathitt, Knott, Let- least in the life of West
cher and Perry Counties to inwind, rainfall, temperature or scenery.
Virginia House Speaker Ivor F.
spect various reclamation
Boiarsky
methods.
STATE GOVERNMENT'S
WEEK Of ACTIVITY
bittElf

iN

Canadians
Visit State
Surface Mines

Smog In `Smokeyville'
Cost Citizens Dearly

Billy Graham Crusade To Motorists Urged To
Appear In Lexington Soon Buy License Plates

FRANKFORT,
Ky.—Gov.
me that no good
Crusade to UK, began his work Louie B. Nunn has urged Ken- "She told
boy would introduce a
during 1962 in a meeting with tucky motorists not to delay Jewish
that," Boiarsky said. "I
Rev. Graham. In 1967, Grady obtaining 1971 auto license tags bill like
to mother."
listen
always
of
offices
the
sale
in
Wilson held a Crusade at now on
throughout
Clerk
Court
County
Memorial
Coliseum
and
the
1977
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The Billy
Graham Crusade, featuring Rev. meeting was then scheduled with ,the state.
Graham, George Beverly Shea, Rev. Graham in attendance.
and Ethel Waters, will appear at
represenThe meeting will be held inside "I am advised by
the Memorial Coliseum on the
the first three nights but plans tatives of the Kentucky County
University of Kentucky campus,
are being made to move the Court Clerks' Assn. that extra
April 22-25.
•
on
Crusade across the street to the staff personnel already are
Lexington was originally,
UK football field tSToll Field) duty to help motorists avoid the
scheduled to host the Crusade in
inconvenience of long lines and
Sunday, weather permitting.
1977 but apparent television
unnecessary delays traditional to
commitments forced an earlier
last-minute rush before the
the
Rev. Brown also indicated Rev.
appearance in Lexington.
March I deadline for purchase of
Graham's
Crusade
has
open
The American Broadcasting
the new license plate;," .
Company (ABCLAri)l tape the dates on April 26 and 27, and if the Governor Nunn said.
entire Crusade in Lexington for facilities are available, the
telecasting in May. The 350 meeting may be held over on
stations scheduled to air the those nights.
,"There are no foreseeable
Crusade is the largest number of
No seats will be reserved for circumstances that warrant an
channels to televise the pfogram.. the Crusade; Rev. Brown said extension of the March deadline
The Rev. Bob Brown, who is seats will be on a first come, first in any county in the state," the
responsible for getting the serve basis.
governor added.

According to draft records,
another 500 young men filed as
conscientious objectors after
receiving draft notices.
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Starts Tomorrow
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At 3:30-5:30--7:30 & 9:30
753-6333

CENTRAL SHOPPING CFNTIR
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HOW DOES YOUR

INCOME TAX
MEASURE UP

BOTH $

let BLOCK help you chop it FEDERAL
down to size! We'll put ourAND
selves in your shoes—and do
STATE
your tax return as if it were
our own. Our service is quick,
convenient ond inexpensive.
Try us for size!

LIFE

We

guarantee accurate preparation of every
we make one, errors that cost you any
we will pay the penalty Of int•rest

UP

IMO*

return. If

or interlit,

R B3ILFCIP4='Cco.
AMERICA'S LARGEST TAX SERVICE WITH OVER 5000 OFFICES

National Hotel Bldg., Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-9204
NO

APPOINTMENT

REV. MARVIN

Buchanan,
Tennessee
Route 3
February 2,1971

1:3

Friends:

Nixon savings plan

I now have the spiritual witness to give for my Church that
was given to me from above with the Holy Spirit giving me
the inspiration to write off something like 30 Gospel Sermons
that have to be written in the newspaper. I am trusting Our
Dear Lord is having me to get my witness that is given me
from above out to the public here on Earth so I ran receive
my reward from above.
Now I have witness of my asking the radio station and
three branches of our Church on Earth in 1970 for a stand to
give my Gospel Sermons, with my being rejected by the radio
station and by the Church of man. I was made to believe that
I had better go and get my writings all given in the paper with
my asking all members of the Church on Earth to send me an
offering for getting the stand with the paper to give me
witness in writing all out to the public.
lam asking all who will read my Spiritual Gospel Sermons
to take them out of the paper and keep them all together and
give a stud) of the mind of what the Spiritual Gospel being
given to one in body here on Earth for getting the truth out for
the Church of Jesus Christ.
New I want to get my Gospel in the paper on each Monday, 10
every week for ahosst.§mentbs. All that want to help Stith the
building of the Church at Jesus Christ, I want to hear from
you.
.

E-

* Ends Tonite *
"WHERE'S PAPA?" LR

,..Starts Tomorrow.

4p
SS

Catch.:
t•

them
both.

I

1111intInivnlifi5lOWIng

Rev. Marvin Smith
to be Continued
Ir.
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Isn't It The Truth!

DRUG

DETROIT (UPI)—Five per
cent of the 8,870 men drafted
by the military in Michigan
during 1970—a total of about
400—refused to report for
induction or to step forward to
be sworn into service.

GUARANTEE --

Boiarsky said Thursday he
would not offer a bill to
liberalize state abortion laws
because his mother adatsed
..
against it.

By Dave Thompson
State NeSiss Bureau

s
Hos* ran I myself alone bear your cumbrance, and your
HERE ARE some of his other econoWASHINGTON (UPI): The federal
1
brudenT—Deuter000my. 1:12.
my proposals, and the savings which he
i government could save $2.9 billion durNo one is required to bear a burden greater than his strength.
estimated would result in fiscal 1072:
ir ing the 1972 fiscal year, according to
There is an invisible helper to lighten every heavy load. ...., .,. ,,.... ,,,., ,.1
- . ent Nixon, by cutting hack, elimi• Eliminate duplicate government
nating or rev'sing 53 programs which
paments for burial benefits to persons
-.. he deems wasteful.
a
covered both by veterans benefits and
THE LARGEST savings envisioned
1
by social security --- 954 million.
in the new budget was-$1535 million the
By Carl Ritilet Jr
President said could be realized by sellIn all of the thousands of years since man began to record
• Require private health insurance
his
ing stockpile commodities that no longer
ideas and wonderings about a Supreme Being, he has ri entirely
firma to reimburse the government for
needed.
are
convinced himself that there is a God for all of us; furthe
policyholders treated free In veterans
troof, if
needed, that if not stupid, man can be said to be unconvincing.
A savings of $814 million was attribhospitals — 880 million.
uted to "Reforms" he will propose later
"Let us
in the Medicare and Medicaid pro• Terminate the special milk pro"Let us thank God there is a God."
grams.
-gram under which school children get
-The11411W:arrirniit
- subsidized milk regardless of whether
He reiterated last year's proposal to
they're needy — 8104 million.
sell the government-owned Alaska Railroad for $100 million, and added a
• Charge higher royalties for oil
similar proposal for selling the two
and gas taken from the federally conPhone 7S3-127
airports serving Washington — Dulles
trolled underwater wets off the Texas
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
and National -- for $105 million.
and California coasts —$22 million.
We Have It
We Will Get It —Or It(an't Be Rad
r
ION11011n11111,

WALLIS

INDUCTION REFUSED

TUESDAY--FEBRUARY 2, 1971
PASSENGERS TRAPPED
LONDON ( UPI )—More than
a
dozen
were
passengers
trapped in a I.ondon subway
station for more than an hour
early today when the staff
locked up and went home.
When tee passengers got off
the last train on the Bakerloo
Line at the Maida Vale Station
in Paddington, they found the
exits blocked by steel shutters
and the station deserted.
Police were called and they
in
turn
contacted
London
sibway officials.

NEW
United 1
20 mai
teams w
won-lost
(Ninth
played 1
31).
...Team
1 Sou.
2 UCLA
3 Marq
4 Penns
5 Kansa
6 Jacks
7 South
8 Weste
9 Tenne
10 Kenn
11 Illino
12 LaSal
13. Notre
14. Ford]
15. North
16. Utah
17. Michi
18. Duqu
19 (Tie)
(Tie)
Others
points: 1
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Sports Ratings
BY: DON CARS
GAMES OF 2-3-71:
REDLANDS
16
ADAMS STATE
BALDWIN WALLACE
28
AKRON
14
S. W. MISSOURI'
ARKANSAS STATE
CALVIN
17
ASHLAND
SO. CONNECTICUT
ASSUMPTION
29
MacALESEER
AUGSBURG
14
MARS HILL .
AUGUSTA
IS
MILLI& CAREY
BELHAVEN
17
SOUTHEASTERN MASS.
25
BENTLEY
PALM BEACH ATLAN11
25
BISCAYNE
OHIO NORTHERN
BLUFFTON
'3
RHODE ISLAND
1
BOSTON COLLEGE
BUTLER
15 -VALPARIASO
MARIETTE
14
CAPITAL
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
14
CREIGHTON
•CANTSIOS
12.
DETROIT
NYACK
DOWLING
25
HAVERIffm
21
DREXEL TECH
GUSTAVON--04AHAVII8fs;
15
IN liii Ill'
10
SAN rgAticimi
nuotu-swE
FAVORITE
MARGIN
OPPONEWT
GAMES OF 2-3-71 - CONTINUED:

4

EARLHAM
16
WABASH
27
BELMONT
.ABBEY
EAST CAROLINA
E. ILLINOIS
12
ST. LOUIS-U.M,
EDWARPSVILLE
45
HARRIS TEACHERS
EMPORIA COLLEGE 16
BETHEL-KANSAS
FAIRMONT
26
WHEELING
FLORENCE
25
ST. BERNARD
FLORIDA STATE
37
MILWAUKEE
.FORDHAM
16
ARMY
GEO.WASHINGTON
9
NAVY
GEORGIA TECH
12
GEORGIA
GREEN BAY
51
NORTHLAND
HARTFORD
28
KINGS-N.Y.
ITHACA
31
cLARKSON,TECH
KANSAS CITY
2
GRACELAND
KY. WESLEYAN
8
EvANSvTLLE
LAGRANGE
12
SOUTHERN TECH
LASALLE
18
LOYOLA-N.O.
L. S. U.
9
TULANE
LOUISVILLE
12
TULSA
LOYOLA-MD.
29
W. MARYLAND
McPHERSON
14
TABOR
MAINE
21
BATES
MANSFIELD
16
MILLF.RSVILLE
MIAMI -OHIO
2
TOLEDO
MIDDLE TENN.
- BELLARKINE
MO. SOUTHERN
29 J EVANGEL
MORRIS inuivrr—ri
WAR)
NEW HAMP. COL.
22
FRANKLIN PIERCE
NIAGARA
18
BUFFALO.
No. cAR0. ST.
12
MARYLAND
NO. ILLINOIS
WESTERN -ILLINOIS
22
OHIO U.
.
'6_ MARSHALL
ST: EINARDS
PAN AMERICAN
12
SYRACUSE
5
PENN STATE
PHILA.- TEXT/LE • 25
EL12ABEINTOwN
WEST VI RGIN I A
4
PITTSBURGH
7
MacMURRAY
QUINCY
eomioies
s 5 CIAAREOTTE-UNC
ST SONASINEIORE
6' XAV I ER -01110
ST. JOSEPHS-IND. 9
DePAUW
ST. JOSEPHS-PA. 12
BOWLING GREEN.
.SACRED HEART-K. 25
KENNEDY*
SWARTHmORE
14
WASHINGTON -MD.
TEmpLE
14
DELAWARE
TENNESSEE STATE
9
CENTRAL ST. oHlo
TRINITY-ILL.
2
JUDSco
VALDOSTA
7
OGLETHoRpE
WISL-EYAN.
14
CoLBY
WHITTIER
18
U. S. INT..
WILLIAM 6, MARY
1
VIRGINIA TECH
,WITTENBERG
16
oHio WFSLEyAN
YOUNGSTOWN
18
CLEVELAND STATE
GOES OF 2- 4-71:
ALCORN
Si
MISS. INDUSTRIAL
AMERICAN U.
14
KINGS-PA.
BETHEL-TENN.
32
LANE
BOSTON STATE
15
WORCESTER STATE
CHARLESTON 'UPI. Is
WILMINGTON-UNC
CITADEL
26
V. M. I.
COLUMBUS
29
FLORIDA TECH
EASTERN CONN.
19
WESTFIELD
EDINB0R0
19
SLIPPERY ROCK
EL PASO
4
ARIZONA STATE
GEORGETOWN-D.c.
8
CONNECTICUT
HARDIN SiKmoNS
12
ARLINGTON
HASTINGS
17
N. M. HIGHLANDS
HAWAII
.
9
SAN DIEGO STATE
HENDRIX
16
OZAR KS-ARKANSAS
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South Carolina Takes
4th Conference Loss

OD
mo.
Imo

By MILTON RICHMAN -Then there's boxing's Floyd
UPI Sports Writer
Patterson. The ex-heavyweight
NEW YORK (UPI)—Getn•ge champ is younger than
both
Blanda has made it official.
Blanda and Gonzalez, only 36,
He's coming
back
next but in some ways he seems
season.
older. People wonder why he
There never really was much keeps fighting and
Patterson
doubt to begin with that the 43- has always said he
wanted one
year-old Blanda would be back more shot at Sonny
Liston, who
for another crack with the kayoed him twice in
the first
Oakland Raiders next fall even round. Sonny Liston is
gone
though he kept telling every- now but Floyd Patterson
keeps
body he was going to have to fighting anyway.
sit down and think about it.
What motivates an athlete to
Well, he has thought about it
and whether he owns up to keep going when he knows he's
having reached a decision or past his peak? Maybe it's the
not he gave himself completely longshot hope that somehow
some way he can prove to
away
Monday in
Rochester,
N.Y., where he finished runner- everybody he has not lost that
up to Brooks Robinson, Balti- certain spark and that he is
more's Mr. Mighty Mitt, in the every bit as good as he always
voting for the Hickok Profes- was, which is seldom the case.
Nobody Immune
sional Athlete of the Year
Nobody is immune from this
Award.
A $10,000 diamond belt goes form of self delusion. Look at
to the winner and a pat on the Sugar Ray Robinson, one of the
back goes to the ruruierup but ring's all-time greats. They
practically had to tie his hands
Blanda, who has a lot of old
to
keep him from fighting
friends, made a flock of new
anymore and I'm not so sure he
ones by saying of Robinson:
"I'm glad he got it. I thought still doesn't feel he can lick
most of the current middlehe was just great."
weights particularly if he trains
Let Cat Out of the Bag
And then he let the cat out of for six weeks or so.
the bag.
Ken Ventury, the former U.S.
"I thought I had a shot at it," Open golf champ, also has
Blanda said, "but then there's found it extremely difficult to
always next year."
quit and in hockey; Detroit's
That means Kenny Stabler's Gordie Howe, who's pushing 43,
worst fears tire now confirmed. doesn't even like the mere
Stabler, who. broke most of Joe mention of the word.
Namath's reCords at Alabama, Bill Mazeroski, Pittsburgh's
is Oakland's No. 3 quarterback veteran second baseman, is
behind Daryle Lamonica and punishing himself with daily leg
Blanda. All last season Blanda exercises in Florida now hoping
kept reassuring him, "Don't to stay on a bit longer and
worry, kid, you're gonna get withstand the challenge of DaYe
your chance." But as far as Cash; who is 12 years younger,
Stabler is concerned there's but the all-time champ for
only one trouble. Blanda never hanging in there has to be Hall
says when.
of Famer Connie Mack.
George Blanda, the AFC Manager of the Philadelphia
Player of the Year this past A's until he was 88, Mack
for a
season, is suffering from an long time employed his younger
occupational hazard common brother, Earl, as one of the
among athletes. He doesn't team's coaches. There came a
want to quit and he isn't alone. day when the elder Mack felt a
He has plenty of company.
change should be made and
Now you take another young when he was questioned about
fellow like Pancho Gonzales, the move, Connie Mack thought
also 43. Pancho claims he's,4 a moment and tiviri
quitting the pro tennis Zircuir seriousness, said:
but nobody really believes it
"Earl was getting a little old
because he has said the same for the job."
thing at least five times before.

HILLSDALE
20
NORTHWOOD-MICH.
HOUSTON
15
LONG ISLAND
JACKSONVIL1.E=3":" 14
SOUTH ALABAMA
KINGS SAM
19
YESHIVA
LAFAYETTE
2
SETON HALL
24
tAgE SUPERIOR
SAGINAW VALLEY
LAKELAND
38
NORTHWESTERN -W.
LAS VEGAS
8
SAN FRANCISCO
LINCOLN-PA.
29
PHILA. PHARMACY
LIVINGSTON ST.
ATHENS
LONG BEACH ST.
7', CENTENARY
LOUISIANA TECH
2
.LOUISIANA
MANHATTAN
12
N. Y.
MASSACHUSETTS
24
IONA
MEMPHIS STATE
3
DRAKE
NEW MEXICO
10
ARIZONA
NORTH CAROLINA
.5
WAKE FOREST
N. E. LOUISIANA 15
M4NEESE
NO-NESTERN,1014A zo
STOOK FALLS
oLivET
8
TRI STATE
PACIFIC
16
EEEPERDINE
PLyMouTH
19 _ CASTLETON
RANDoLFo MA0311
23
YORK-PENNSYLVANIA
RocKHuRST
8
S. U. BAPTIST
RuTGERs
14
BOSTON U.
ST. LOUIS
7
NORTH TEXAS ST.
sAmFoRD
16
mississtreLooL.
SANTA CLARA
19
RENO
SOUTH CAROLINA
30
FURMAN
S. W. LOUISIANA 12
S. E. LOUISIANA
TROY STATE
4
HUNTINGDON
UNION -KY.
6
CUMBERLAND
UPSALA
17
MORAVIAN •
URBANA
57
KY. CHRISTIAN'
WAYLAND
14
WAYNESBURG
16
nALUNE
W. NEW 14EK115
7
SANTA FE
WESTERN MAsH,
16
SOUTHERN OREGON
WICHITA
3
BRADLEY
wiLmINGTON-omlo
5
BEREA.
woFFORD
6
MARS HILL
KAVIER-ILLIN016 30
NO. CENTRAL-U.P.
GAMES OF 2-5171:
ADAMS STATE
.1
REGIS
ALABAMA A & m
15
LANE
ASSUMPTION
27
SIENAAuGuSTA
4
BERRY
BRIAR CLIFF
23
MOUNT MARTY
,BROCKpORT
20
ST. JOHN FISHER
CALIFORNIA
12
STANFORD
15
B. WASHINGTON
CEN1341.-LWALU.
COLGATE_
2
LEHIGH
4
COLO. WESTERN
SoulHERN UTAH
CULVER STOCkluN 14
CENTRAL METHODIST
DARTMOUTH
BROWN
DELTA STATE
SERINO HILL
6
DRURY
16 !WESTMINSTER-mo.
E. OREGON
OREGON TECH
25
EA', CLAIRE
WH1VEWATER
33
EMPORIA STATE
6
SO. COLORADO
FORDHAM
26
PENN MILITARY
FREuoNIA
19
pLATISBuRGH
IS
YALE
-111S
IMIOS ' •
15 -Arrftei *STAlf *•'• •
10
KENTUCKY STATE
CENTRAL ST. OHIO '
LeMUYNE-OWENS
14
BELmoNT
.MICHIGAN TECH
15
MORRIS-MINNESOTA
mosTEvkLIA)
15
TENN. TEMPLE
N. E. ILLtN0815
27
ROOSEVELT
NeMentwo00.04D,
29
NORTHwOOD-MICHIGAt
oHlo olmiNICAN
21
LBERFORcE.
OLD DUMINION
20
SO.
SSISSIPPI
OREGON
4
OREGON
OSHKOSH
23
SUPERIOR
PENNSYLVANIA
31
CORNELL-N.Y.
PRINCETON
8
COLUMBIA
RHODE ISLAND
20
VERMONT
ROSE HULHAS:
25
PRINCIPIA
ST. BENEDICTS
N5
(XIINCy
ST. LorIS-OM 34
HARRIS TEACHERS
SI. OLAF
17
GRINNELL
SACRED HEART-C. 39
qUEENS
SANTA FE
14
GRAND CANYON
SHuRTEK
2
GEORGIA-SW.
SOUTHERN TECH
27
FLORIDA TECH
S. U. LOUISIANA 16
EAITERN MICHIGAN
SWARTHMORE
19
STEWNS TECH
TARK10
10
MISSOURI VALLEY
TREVECCA
48
TOCCOA FALLS
UNION-TENN.
24
WHITWORTH-MISS.
VIRGINIA coMM.
51
SOUTHEASTERN
WEST GEORGIA
9
PIEDMONT
WILLIAM JEWELL
8
GRAGELAND
--

puts its 135-5 record over the
By United Press International Carolina.
What's wrong with the South
While South Carolina, ranked past five years on the line.
Carolina basketball team?
seventh, was losing, two other Dave Robisch scored 25
Coach Frank McGuire's team teams in the top 10—fifth- points to pace Kansas to the 79suffered its fourth AtIstntic ranked Kansas and 10th-ranked 74 victory over Kansas State.
Coast Conference loss Monday Kentucky—were victorious. But Kansas is now 15-1 this season.
night when it was beaten by ninth-ranked Tennessee also Bud Stallworth backed Robi.sch
Duke, 82-71.
was an upset victim as it lost with 20 points while Steve
Mitchell paced Kansas State
The Gamecocks can still to Vanderbilt, 65-60.
make the NCAA tournament if The other teams in the top 10 with 22.
Turning Point
they win the controveraial ACC were idle including Southern
postseason tourney but the California and UCLA, who'll The turning point of the game
team has now lost four of its meet Saturday niositt in a came with 2:59 remaining when
last six games.
classic showdown when UCLA Robisch wrestled the ball away
irom Bob Zender after a
The Blue Devils, who had
missed free throw and scored a
only two wins in six previous
basket to put Kansas ahead, 69ACC games, led most of the
64.
game against the cold-shooting
Jack
Kansas St. Coach
Gamecocks.
Hartman rushed onto the floor
Duke held a 33-27 halftime
lead but South Carolina rallied
to claim that Robisch was
guilty of a foul. But the referee
and outscored the Blue Devils:
called a technical on Hartman,
10-4, at the outset of the second
giving the Hawks a free throw
half to tie the game 37-37. But
and possession of the ball and
then Duke pulled away and
Kansas St. Never got back into
South Carolina never caught up.
the game.
Key Roles
LEXINGTON, Ky.(UPI)—The Kentucky hit on 72.2 per cent
Thi--outside shooting of Rick
Kathermsm, who scored 16 Kentucky High School Athletic of its shots while whipping
Association Monday announced Auburn, 114-76. Tom Parker led
points, and the rebounding of
the
sites for next month's 16 Kentucky with 27 and Tom
Randy Denton played,key roles
regional basketball tournaments. Payne
in the Duke victory.
added 23.
Winners of district tour- Van Oliver scored 17 points
John Roche scored 28 Olnls
in a losing cause for South' naments advance to the as Vanderbilt upset Tennessee.
regionals, which turn out the 16 Jimmy England
and Don
teaths who will participate in the Johnson had 19 each for
annual State High School Tennessee.
College Basketball Results Basketball Tournament at
In other games, Indiana beat
By United Press International Louisville March 17-20.
Northern Illinois, 113-112, New
CW Post 89 Pratt 69
KHSAA Commissiontr Ted Mexico
St. stopped Hardin
Indiana 113 No. Ill. 112
Sanford announced thetoisr
Simmons, 75-57, Tulsa nipped
Kentucky 114 Auburn 76
nament sites by districts as:
St,,Louis, 75-70, Utah ST. topped
Temple 54 Drexel 53
1. Murray State University;
Montana, 98-68, and Duquesne
Missouri 63 Okla, St. 55
2. Hopkinsville High School;
beat Santa, Clara, 84-73.
Vanderbilt 65 Tenn. 60
3. Owensboro Sportscenter;
Alabama 101 Miss. 91
4. Western Kentucky University;
AB. Chris. 86 Air Force 76
5. Nelson County High School;
Sou, Ala. 91 Tampa 71
6 and 7
Freedom Hall at BLUES BUY FRAN HICK
ST. LOUIS 41.1P1)—The St.
Morehead 76-Miami Fla:: 75
Kansas 79 Kansas St. 74
8. Henry County High School; Louis Blues of the National
Furman 77 Clemson 61
9. Covington Holmes High Hockey League announced the
acquisition of center Fran Huck
Duke 82 South Car. 71 ..
School;
Tulsa 75 St. Louis U. 70
10. Mason County Hugh School; from the Montreal Canadiens
LSU 90 Miss. St. 71
11.
University of Kentucky Thursday for a 1971 amateur
draft choice.
N.M. St. 75 Hrdn Smrrms 57
Memorial Coliseum;
Ky. St. 93 Tenn. Wslyn 73
12. Laurel County High School;
-Loyola (N.E.) 107 Ok. City 103 13. Clay County High School; PIRATES SIGN THREE
PITTSBURGH (UEI) —The
ot
14, Hazard High School;
Utah St. 96 Montana St. 68
15. Johnson Central High, and -Pittsburgh Pirates-announed
Gene
Olds 79-Nebraska 67
16. Morehead State University. Thursday outfield
Clines, John Jeter and -i4ielder
Jose Pagan have signed their
1971 contracts.
-

Sites Are
An
Regionals

Today's Sports Parade

SHOULDER HEALING
ROME (UPI)—Handlers of
not his greatest boosters: Fie
(Reg. U.*. Pat. Off.)
world light welterweight chamBy MILTON RICH:MAN
claims there's a "conspiracy"
to -sabotage" his team and pion Bruno Arcar. said Friday
UPI Sports Writer
the fighter' shoulder injury
NEW YORK (UPI)—Frank some of this could date way
McGuire, South Carolina's bas- back to McGuire's coaching should be healed by Feb. 13, the
ketball coach, is like all of us. days at North Carolina when he new date for his title defense
first began his famed "under- against Joao Henrique of
He wants peace.
Brazil.
The trouble is he and his ground rSilway" that transportteam aren't getting much of it ed New York City youngsters
NAMED TO TEAM
in the Atlantie Coast Confer- South.
NEW
YORK
UPI)—The International Board of Coaches.
DENVER (UPI) — Debbie
ence, the league to which
stage has been set for Southern Now they'll tangle Saturday
Phone calls, letters and wires Wolcott, 16, of Bozeman, Mont.,
cGuire's
South
Carolina
Angeles
Sports
night
at
the
Los
California and UCLA.
o and con McGuire have been and Tammy Valentine, 15, of
Gamecocks belong.
The two Los Angeles rivals Arena with the winner probably
"It's not basketball in the uring into the offices of the Wenatchee, Wash. a pair of
were voted 1-2 among the laying a solid claim to the top
junior nationals, were named
ACC,"
McGuire says. "It's wo newspapers in Columbia—
ranking.
nation's major colleges today
U.S. Sld
State and the Columbia Friday to the
he
more
like
war."
by the 35-member United Press Waiting in the wings, howevAssociation's
National
Women's
doesn't
rd—but
McGuire
•
Basketball is a big thing in
er, are a pair of unbeatens.
Crass Country team.
South Carolina. It's sitt big and ook at this as any particular
Marquette (16-0) was ranked
the people there are so isis.
third and Pennsylvania, also 16delighted
with,what McGuire "I don't see it as a crisis,"
0, took down the No. 4 ranking.
TRIANGLE MEET
has accomplished since his cGuire says, "because if we
Southern California received
LAWRENCE, Kan. (UPI)—
arvival seven years ago that ere to lose all the rest of our
20 first-place votes and 318
in South Caroina An originally scheduled dual
ames
people
bumper
many
of
them
have
points after running its record
track meet bettreen Kansas and
stickers an their cars which say ould still feel basketball has
to 16-0 last week. UCLA, now
iven the state the most Southern Illinois became a
for
"MtGuire
Governor."
15-1
had
nine
first-place
votes
NEW
YORK (UPI)—The
triangular meet Friday when
blicity ever."
Lately there has been trouble
United Press International top and 301 points while marquette
Alabama was invited to comMcGuire Not Distressed
paradise.
Some
are
even
in
20 major college basketball had the remaining five for 283
pete in the Feb. 6 event.
controversy
this
Nor
does
calling it a crisis, although
teams with first-place votes and points.
Frank . McGuire isn't. The particularly distress McGuire,
won-lost records in parentheses. Kansas was fifth in the
DUB NAMED---says.
sifiretrbat--11110--ba. a
rrio18ANAPOLLY,TO. 7 4
(Ninth week, includes games balloting; which includes games ROCHESTER, N.Y.-1 UPI)—
/
2
"The fact I know that 991
HANOVER,-:__N.H. (UPI)—
my —The Indiana Pacers and the record last season and were.
moment
of
played through Sunday, Jan. played through Sunday, Jan. 31, Brooks Robinson, winner of the satisfying
per cent of the people in South William D. "Dub" Fesperman,
being
touted
by
many
as
21st
annual
Hickok
Rockets
have
completed
Award
as
the
Pro
Athlete
Denver
career
because
with
Jacksonville,
South
Caroli31
possible national champions Carolina are with me is the for the past three years
...Team
Points na, Western Kentucky, Tennes- the "Pro Athlete of the Year," of the Year Award encompas- a four-player trade, Pacers'
season, have dropped three main reason all this doesn't defensive coach at the Universithis
Weissert
1. Sou. Cal. (20) (16-0)
318 see and Kentucky completing said today he has no manager- ses all sports. I literally General Manager John
out of their last five even bother me," McGuire says. ty of Massachusetts, Monday
ial
ambitions
but
that
Baltijumped in the air when told I announced Monday.
10,
the
top
2 UCLA (9) (15-1)
301
"This is the best group of boys was named to a similar post at
Five coaches from each of more Oriole teammate Frank had won the award because I Denver sends Don Sidle, a 6- counting Saturday night's 92-70
3 Marquette (5) (16-0) 283
I've ever coached. They are Dartmouth.
win
over
Virginia.
Their
record
Wayne
Robinson
forward,
and
"will
become
foot-9
highly
Orr
of
the
thought either Bobby
4 Pennsylvania (16-0)
226 the seven geographical areas of
gentleman and scholars. I mean
is
now
11-3.
instead
of
being
George Chapman, a 6-foot-6 guard, to
or
Bruins
5 Kansas (14-1)
189 the nation comprise the UPI successful if given the chance." Boston
prime
that sincerely. My
ranked
1-2
they're
down
in
Indiana.
Raiders
Oakland
the
ratings
board.
Each
week
they
Blanda
of
6 Jacksonville (144)
164
concern now is our next game
ninth
place.
will
"I'm
going
on
record
as
return,
the
Rockets
In
"
select
the
top
10
major
college
would
win
it
7 South Carolina (11.4)
79
with Duke Monday night. It's
receive 6-foot-8 forward Art That's not all though.
8 Western Kentucky (14-3) 54 teams in the nation, with points stating that I will not be
away from home. We've lost
Robinson, who hit .428 in Beckert and 6-foot-1 guard John
- Losses on Road
interested
in
becoming
a
major
awarded
on
a
40-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1
9 Tennessee (13-3)
30
league manager," said the 33- addition to making a half dozen Barnhill. Indiana also gives up South Carolina's last two two heart-breakers away from
10. Kentucky 13-3)
29 basis on votes from first
year old hero of the Orioles' remarkable defensive plays in an undisclosed 1972 draft pick losses came on the road and home to Maryland and Virginia.
II. Illinois (9-3)
24 through 10th.
World Series victory over the the Orioles' five-game - World and an undisclosed amount of they were against Maryland Both times while the ball was
12 LaSalle (14-1)
20
and Virginia, two teams the in the air. But I think we'll do
Cincinnati
Reds. "But Frank Series triumph over the Reds, cash. Weissert said.
13. Notre Dame (1; 5)
19
received 62 first-place votes
Gamecocks figured to beat. The well from here,on in. I've got
Pacers'
Coach
Bob
Leonard
Robinson
has
.
been
grooming
14, Fordham (13-1)
18 TRADE MADE
and finished with 238 points in said, "Naturally it is difficult to contest with Maryland on Jan. confidence in my boys."
MILWAUKEE (UPI) — The himself as a manager and has
15. North Carolina (12-3;
15
There is a good chance the
,the balloting for the Illnkok lose players like Art and John 9 at College Park, Md., wasn't
done
a
great
job.
He
will
16. Utah St. (16-3)
14 Milwaukee Bucks of the NationACC at its next meeting in May
Award.
game.
who
major
just
a
played
roles
in
become
highly
successful
if
17. Michigan (10-4)
13 al Basketball Association MonBlanch) flhished sec(nd with Indiana's championship season South Carolina wasn't anxious will vote to drop South Carolina
given the chance."
18. Duquesne (11-2)
12 day traded rookie Gary Free140 points, followed by ()IT with of 1969-70. But we see the trade to play in Maryland after some from the conference because of
svivi.0,0G1
choice
draft
19 ( Tie) Villa nova ( 15-4)
II man, their Na. 1
110, Willis Reed of the New as strengthening our club. We of the statements Lefty Driese- the manner in which the
Frank
Robinson,
the
Orioles'
11 last year, plus this year's
(Tie) Nebraska (12-3)
York Knicks with 111f1,1, and needed a big "guard and got one 11, the Maryland coach, made Giutecocks recruit players.
VI Ivo the orf
Others receiving five or more second-round pick and cash to Triple Crown Winner in 1966 Johnny Bench of the Reds with
me
following the Dec. 16 meeting "Irs immaterial to
in Chapman."
points- Drake, Arizona State, the Cleveland Cavaliers for and the only player in major 59.
whether
we
stay
in
-the
ditier ent
between the two teams at
J.ouisville, Oregon, Utah, Hous- veterans forward McCloy McLe- league history who has won
conference or
not," says
Columbia,
S.C.
The
Gamecocks
Molt
Valuable
Player
were:
awards
votes
Others receiving
more.
ton.
won that game handily but a McGuire, three tiMes- nation)
in both leagues, would be the John Brodie (42), Joe Frazier
ASSUME POST
brawl broke out five minutes coach-of-the-year.
first major league
Negro 141),'Willie Shoemaker 33), Al
SAN DIEGO (UPI)--The firm before the end and the contest
-And while the controversy
manager. He has been school- Unser (27), Jack Nicklaus CAL
of Lindquist and Vennum, labor had to be abbreviated._ Depend- was swirling about him-ther
ARCHER LEADS-Alec_
ing
himself
in
recent years by Muhammad Ali (13),
REQUEST APPROVED
counsel for the National Foot- ing upon whom yatrre listening psi couple ar-iitie' Its,
dc
NEW Yak UPTF—George
managing in the Cribbean Carty (5), Tony Esposito (5).
ball league Players Associal to', Driesell was either slugged you suppose . McGuire was
..Archer, who earned- $30,000 for
Winter
League.
Johnny
.15)..
Jacklin
STATION, Del. (UPI),--The
Tony
tion, assumed the post of in the mouth by John Rjbook, 6- doli4g?
victory S'Undayin the Andy
1
Brooks Robinson, who says Unitas ( 4), Pancho Gonzalez
counsel when attorney'
He was busy in the Eas
'Williams San Dieilit.OPen, has Delaware Racing-Commission some of his defensive gems
foot-8, 240-pound South Caraina
Bubba general
(4),
Esposito
Phil
approved
Monday
(1),
Delaware
r
All( n Miller resigned Friday. Al
looking for basketball player
taken the lead in the PGA
Park's request for a record 65- 'aren't as difficult as they Smith (3), Alan Page (3), Jerry heavy workload in his private forward, or ...get this now... the for 1974.
Tournament ',Players Division
Maryland
coach
punched
him(2),
look,"
• ,.
admitted
Monday
King
night
Gibson
West (26,2), Bob
meeting
this season,
practice was given., as the self'
.winnings with 137,331 day
McGuire got caught in tw
that he was surprised to winMike
' •
Curtis (2), Billy Wrnitims
featuring
Sunday
racing
and
a
Edward
reason for Miller's quitting the
and exemption-point standigs
severe snowstorms but cam
the $10,000 Hickok Award.
Anyway Frank McGuire feels
(2), Dave Stockton (2) and job.
split meeting.
with 33,500.8.
out of both okay.'
PANETEkA DELUXE
ctrtaist-psepie
av:,-,..,,--,- • .
Powell Ili.
the AC.0 are
. ...,,,fr-VAR 'Mils taro Ilan ott." be.sOd- Haag
_
'
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Again Next Season
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Brooks Has No Ambitions Pacers Make Four
Player Trade With
For Managerial Position Rockets On Monday
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year. Mrs. F. E. Crawford,
chairman of the yearbook
committee, announced the books'
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Mrs. L. J. Hortin
Elected President
Of Magazine Club

_
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pastel formals.

Donna Galloway Is
Friday, February 5
Honored At Bridal
The Murray-Calloway County
at
meat
Club
will
Citizens
Senior
Shower On Friday
12 noon at the First United

are nearly ready for the printer
Tuesday, February 2
finish.
to
Mrs. L. J. Hortin was elected
A card of thanks from Mrs. The Jessie Ludwick Circle of Methodist Church educational
president of the Magazine Club in
Miss Donna Galloway, brideJesse Houston Roane was read. the First Presbyterian Church building. A potluck luncheon will
afternoon
the meeting Thursday
BY CLARK KINNAIRD
a member of the will meet at the home of Mrs. be served. Host will be Ivy Culver elect of Larry Roberts, was
is
Roane
Mrs.
honored with a bridal shower at
in the Woman's Club House. She club and has had surgery Charlie Crawford at 1:30 p.m.
and hostesses will be Mesdames "Hilltop Farm" with Mrs. Ruby
succeeds Mrs. W. Z. Carter who recently. Get well cards were
Lula Dunn, John Farmer, Futrell and Mrs. Billy Mahan as
has served two years.
sent to members, Mrs. E. A. The Annie Armstrong Group of
Ruby Harrell,
Other officers elected were Tucker and Mrs. Mary C. Downs, the First Baptist Church WMS Martha Golden,
hostesses on Friday, January 29.
and Olive Hagan.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry, vice president; who are in the hospital.
The honoree chose to wear a
will meet at the home of Mrs.
lovely pink dress and was
The next meeting will be held Jesse Spencer at 7:30 p.m. with
Saturday, February 1
presented with a deep pink
February 25 with a luncheon at Mrs. Karl Hussung as program
A RUMMAGE SALE WILL B corsage. The mothers, Mrs.. Billy
the Club House, honoring the leader.
HELD AT THE efinerican Legio Nat Galloway and Mrs. Ruth
charter members. Mesdames
Hall, South 6th and Maple Roberts, were each presented
Carter and Lowry are hostesses. The First United Methodist
Committees appointed include: Church WSCS will meet at the Streets, starting at eight a.m. with white carnation corsages.
The sale is sponsored by the Games were enjoyed by the
Publicity Mrs. George Hart; church at ten a.m. with the
Theta Department of the Murray guests, the MYF girls of the
civic: Mrs. Henry McKenzie, executive board meeting at 9:15
Woman's Club.
Temple Hill United Methodist
Mrs. Harry Sparks, Mrs. Jack a.m.
•
Church, their mothers, and Miss
Kennedy; flowers and notes:
Mesdames 0. C. Wells, George Murray Assembly No. 19 Order An Old Fashioned Fiddler's Onnettia Baldwin.
Small cakes, mints, nuts, and
Upchurch, Ronald Churchill; of the Rainbow for Girls will Contest will be held at Jeffery
"rkTAN
t,i, ,, of New
membership: Mesdames F. E. meet at the Masonic Hall at seven Gymnasium, Calloway County punch were served from crystal
High School, at seven p.m., appointments. The colors, deep
London N.C. [1] looking
Crawford, J. A. Outland, Jessie p.m.
up to a goal], was hailed in
sponsored by the Band Boosters pink and light pink, were used in
H. Roane; telephone: Mesdames
1945 as first of her sex to be
R. A. Johnston, Carlisle Cutchin, Group I of the First Christian Club. Admission is 50 and 75 the decorations. The serving
an accepted regular on an
table featured
a flower
J. I. Hosick; program for 1972: Church CWF will meet with Mrs. cents..,
otherwise m a 1 e basketball
arrangement of pink snapMiss Cappie Beale, Miss Roberta James Hart at ten a.m. with
team in intercollegiate compeSunday, February 7
dragons with pink tapers in
tion — High Point College
Whitnah, Mrs. E. A. Lundquist, Mrs. H. J. Bryan in charge of the
Teens Who Care will sponsor a crystal holders. An assortment of
Panthers. She played guard
program.
Mrs. John C. Winter.
when the team had the ball,
party for the 12 and 14 year old silver wedding bells tied with a
forward on the defense.
children of Outwood Hospital, pink tulle bow completed the
Group
II
of
the
First
Christian
Mrs. L. J. Rodin
Earlier, Connie Morgan was
Church CWF will meet with Mrs. Dawson Springs. For information table decorations.
regular second-sacker, or basecall the sponsors, Dan Shipley or The gifts were opened from an
LaFollette, secretary;
A.
C.
woman, for a Negro profes- Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Max J. Taylor, U. Gatlin Glopton at two p.m. with
sional baseball nine, Indiana- Mrs. E. C. Jones, treasurer. S. Naval Air Station, Jackson- Mrs. Clem Moore as cohostess. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wagar, or antique cradle in the living room
the officers, Churck Hussung,
polis Clowns (from which the Retiring officers are Mrs. 0. C. ville, Fla.,
announce the birth of a Mrs. Lassie Pickard will have
mighty Hank Aaron went to Wells, secretary, and Mrs. E. A.
Dean Willis, Gail Lyons,or Karen
Mrs. Frances annebill—
the
program.
baby
girl,
Charlene
Paulette,
the major leagues—definitely Lundquist, treasurer.
Russell.
Completes IS Tears' Service
weighing
six pounds twelve
not a 'Bloomer Girl' baseball
vice
acting
as
Hortin,
Mrs.
The
Delta Department of the
troupe). Also earlier, Sally
ounces, born on Saturday,
Stearns was coxswain for the presideriC presided in the ab- January 30; at eight p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club will meet
opened
Varsity crew of Rollins Col- sence of Mrs. Carter, and
at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
U. S. Naval Hospital.
lege, in Florida, in regular in- the meeting with prayer. Mrs,' They have one son, Tommy, Hostesses will be Miss Sue
tercollegiate races,
Wells read the minutes and Mrs.'I age three. The father is serving Fariless, Mesdames W. J. Gib(Dist. by King Features Syndicate) Lundquist gave the financial,
son, Dwight Crisp, Walter Baker,
with'the U. S. Navy.
The Baptist Young Women of
report.
Grandparents are Mr. and Ms. Ueorge Hart, and Vernon
the Blood River Association met
chairmeafr
Russell,
A.
W.
Mrs.
Robert P. Taylor of New Concord Roberts.
By Jo Burkeen
to serve as Grand officers during
When putting - in supplies
read' and Mr. and
The Baptist Women of the Oak on Thursday January 28, at the
Mrs. Frances Churchill, the twenty years. In 1964 the for holiday festivities, pick up of the program committee,
Mrs. Bouchet of
Elm Grove Baptist Church.
coming Woonsocket, Rhode
The Kappa Department of the Grove Missionary Baptist Church
mother-advisor of the Murray Grand Assembly of Kentucky a bottle of spot remover. the programs for the
Island.
met
Monday
evening,
January
Murray Woman's Club will meet
Aesembly No. 19 Order of the honored Mrs. Churchill for her Comes in handy when gravy or
-Stand Up Stand Up For
#
at the club house at 6:30 p.m. for 25, at six-thirty o'clock at the Jesus" was the opening song by
Rainbow for Girls, completed years of service and presented plum pudding or anything else
home
of
Mrs.
Linda
Evitts
for
its
the Valentine Sweetheart Dinner.
twenty years of service to that her with a silver bowl.
drie_2_ntr?_L_t guest.7sdothig
the group led by Miss Glenda
•
Hostesses will be Mesdames regular monthly meeting.
organization this year. •
In 1966 the retiring motherKelley who welcomed the group
"How
Some
of
the
4**
States
Are
Jerry Henry, J. Field Mon"Aunt Frances", as she is advisor served ati_ chairman of
to Elm Grove. The church was
Witnessing
and
Aiding
the
tgomery, Robert Hibbard, Dan
affectionately known by the the Rainbow Girls for the
Use permanent press cycle
beautifully decorated using the
McKinney, Ron Christopher American Indians" was the Valentine motif. Miss Rick'
young teen age girls she has been Western District in the when washing permanent press
the
subject
of
the
study
for
Dwain Taylor, and Jimmy Ford.
associated with in the Rainbow organizaiion of the Masonic items in ad automatic washer.
Hopkins gave the Calendar of
month.
Order, has retiree as mother- Fraternal Day heid at the Shrine' For beiriesuitts7-tumIlle dry
Prayer
and Mrs. Connie White
Reports oremissmai work were
WeWiestey'7February 3
advisor of the Assembly.
Temple in Madisonville. Ap- the permanent press togs.
led in prayer. Due to the Murray
given
by
Mrs.
Gray
Evitts,
The Faxon Mothers Club will
buring her twenty years of proximately forty-two Rainbow treat stains.
State University semester break,
meet at the school at 1:30 p.m. California; Mrs. Pauline Story,
service, Mrs. Churchill has been Girls from seven assemblies in
Arizona; Mrs. Dora Mae Evitts, the secretary was absent.
associated with 256 girls in the Western Kentucky attended the canay striper's at the MurrayThe Baptist Women of the New Mexico; Mrs. Delpha
Rainbow service organization for Fraternal Day activities.
Calloway County Hospital. This
Mrs. White read a thank-you
Cherry Corner Baptist Church Taylor, Oklahoma; Mrs. Freda
teen age girls sponsored by the
project was started during the
Many Firsts
note Sydney Portis and the group
Humphreys,
Mississippi;
Mrs.
are scheduled to meet at the
Masonic body.
The year 1969-70 has brought term of Mrs. Pat Dill McMinn Janice Lamb; Allbama; • Mrs. discussed the April meeting.
church at 7.30 p.m.
The Murray Assembly was many firsts for the Murray now of Lancaster, Ohio, as
Pauline Cooper, North Carolina. ' Miss Gayle Rogers was ininstituted on May 19, 1951, with Assembly with one of its mem- worthy advisor.
Mrs. Opal Smothermon and troduced as the speaker who
The Baptist Women of the Flin
twenty-six charter members. The bers, Mrs. Rosetta Robertson During this past year the
Sherry Paschall read the discussed her experiences as a
Mrs.
Baptist Church are scheduled
first worthy advisor was Mrs. Todd, now in nurse's training at Assembly has assisted in the
in
missionary
The prayer calendar summer
scriptures.
meet at the church at 7:30 p.m
Ann Rhodes Hamilton, daughter Memphis, Tenn„ serving as March of Dimes fund drive as
for the day was read and a prayer Louisville. She introduced Miss
of Mrs. Christine Rhodes of Grand Worthy Advisor of the well as other community
By Abigail Van Buren
Celia Simmons who read a short
Dennis Yost and The Classics for the missionaries was given.
Murray, and she now resides in Order of the Rainbow for Girls in projects. The Rainbow Girls
story entitled "A Brother In
record
brought
back
from
A
Florida.
DEAR ABBY: Do you have any suggestions on how to IV will be featured in concert at
make favors for the trays of the
Kentucky.
Conference by the pastor was Distress".
Mrs. Churchill was installed as During this year the first patients of the Convalescent
get an 18-year-old daughter to shave her legs? She thinks the Murray State auditorium at
time was held in
eight p.m. Tickets are $1.50 each. played. It was the experience of A sharing
worthy matron of Murray Star Grand Representative visited her Division of the Murray-Calloway
hair is "natural."
two missionaries that had been which Mrs. White showed how to
Chapter No. 433 Order of the place of jurisdiction. Miss County Hospital atid the WestIt may be "natural," but it looks awful to me. No doubt
imprisoned by the Communists. make "Hello Dolly" cookies and
Eastern Star on September 26, Patricia Evans attended the view Nursing Home about twice a
In other countries around the world hair on women's legs is
Thursday, February 4
Mission actions for the coming Mrs. Wilma Billington told how to
1950. Soon after her installation Grand Assembly session of the
taken for granted, but this hasn't been the case in the United
The Town and County month were planned. The reports make "Bread Flowers".
she started working toward the state of California during
States for a generation or two. Is there a new trend Homemakers Club will meet at were givereby the secretary and
Refreshments of cake, punch,
- Vareaus
money
making
organization of the Rainbow summer.
developing?
the home of Mrs. Howard Giles, the treasurer. Twenty persons, and nuts were served in the enprojects
of
the
Assembly
include
Assembly which was instituted
In the past year, Mrs. ChurOur otherwise pretty daughter looks like a lady wrestler. 1623 Loch Lomond Drive, at 7:30 including children, were present. trance hall of the church.
the concession stand at the
the next May.
chill, along with five Rainbow
I am beginning to believe that you are the only one she will p.m.
Mrs. Dora Mae Evitts and Mrs. Approximately thirty persons
During this period of twenty Girls, Mrs. Rosetta Robertson Murray-Calloway County Fair
listen to.
Janice Lamb were present for the were present with represenSAD DAD
years, Mrs. Churchill has Todd, Miss Barbie Keel, Miss each summer, smorgasbord
The Baptist Women of the first time.
tatives from Cherry Corner, Elm
assisted sixty worthy advisors Patricia Evans, Miss Joyce dinners, bake sales, candy sales,
DEAR DAD: Get with it! Your daughter need not Kirksey Baptist Church will
Refreshments were served by Grove, Hazel, Flint, Memorial,
and attended approximately 480 Winchester, and Miss Betsy etc. Mrs. Churchill, along with
conform to my idea of good grooming, esthetics or whatever. meet at the church at 6:30 p.m.
and First Baptist Churches.
the hostess.
parents, always
meetings. The Assembly meets Riley, attended the Supreme Rainbow
She's doing her own thing, and If she chooses to save the bah'
chaperones
and
directs
these
each first and third Tuesday Assembly of Rainbow for Girls
on her legs or shave it, it's no skin off my shins. Or yours
The Garden Department of the
evenings at the Masonic Hall on held at Cleveland, Ohio, July 27- projects. Each summer during
either, dad.
Murray Woman's Club will meet
MARA XIFIIIT (MAIM
the fair Mrs. Churchill, parents,
the north side of the court square 31.
at the club house at two p.m.
fashion,
In
the
spring
in downtown Murray, and Mrs. It was during the year 1970, and Rainbow girls can be seen
DEAR ABBY: For 11 years I have put up with being Hostesses will be Mesdames
spirit is one of softness,
Churchill has missed very few of that twenty-three girls were each night working until the close
Hugh Houston, Clifton Key,
married
to a man with two faces. Now I have decided to seek
of the fair serving sandwiches,
color, less construction, and
the meetings.
initiated into the local assembly.
Humphrey Key, Ed Frank Kirk, more
an answer. My husband is kind and considerate when we are
fantasy.
In this twenty year period Officers are changed each cold drinks, coffee, etc., to fair
McSwain.
and
L.
E.
alone,
but
as
soon as we are with other people he turns into a
,thirteen Rainbow girls have quarter with the exception of the patrons.
cruel, arrogant man who belittles me and humiliates me in
Rainbow Purpose
reached their age majority recorder and treasurer who serve
every way possible. Not wishing to make thane present feel
Senior recital of Roger eox,
One of the-main pirposesit the
degree and fourteen girls ..have for one year.
more uncomfortable,Tjuis
Mayfield;trurpet;Will be at the
-Usit back andlikelf.
Next time- you shave your
inboW Cti• -- is to build good
received their marriage majority
Among the many honors
legs, try wetting them with
MurraylAarbiel
When
we
are
Building,
Fine
Arts
Recital
Hall,
alone
again,
I
ask
him
why
he
character
in
the
always
members
and
to
degree.
bestowed on Mrs. Churchill instill a sense of responsibility in
insults me In public. His standard answer, "Can't you take a Murray State, at eight p.m. No water and using baby loGiven Plaque
during the years include
tion or baby cream in place
Joke?"
charge.
IILNLDOMI o PION
At the last January meeting reception given by Murray Star each member. Mrs. Churchill
of shaving cream
Well,
if
this
is
said
she
had
kill/AORIALS
endeavored
to
set
a
a
"joke,"
I
guess
I
caza
take
a
joke
Mrs. Churchill was presented Chapter on August 30, 1970; the
Pewter Maas - Mataager
Women of the Moose will meet
anymore. I have stopped going out with him, but I can't stop
Cut-up soft dried prunes are
with a special plaque by the presentation of nineteen red good example for the girls and to
111 llapla It. 759-11512
people from dropping in I know that you can't solve my
at the Moose Lodge at 7:30 p.m. good to add to a bread stuffing
Advisory Board of the Rainbow roses, one for each year of ser- lead a life for the girls to follow in
problem, Abby, but if you can tell me what makes a man act
All officers are asked to wear for duck or goose.
Girls. The inscription on the vice, by the Rainbow Girls at the their own lives.
that way maybe it would be easier to live with.
plaque reads "Presented to Mrs. Inspection held in August of 1969; Mrs. Churchill said she had
HURT
Frances Churchill, Mother and a surprise party given by the enjoyed the many years as
DEAR
HURT:
If
you
authoritative
answer
want
so
as to
Advisor, for loving and faithful Rsinbow Assembly to com- mother-advisor and is sure the
why your husband feels the need to humiliate you only in
Home of
service to Order of Rainbow for memorate ten years of service as work of the order will continue in
public, ask him. Possibly he doesn't .know, but with
the
same
way
with
the
inGirls. Murray Assembly No. 19— mother-advisor in 1961.
professional help, he can And out. But as long as you sit back
stallation of Mrs. Twits Coleman
-- 1951-1971".
and take it, why should he? If you were to NUM up to him
Cayce Native ___
mother-adivsor. Mrs. Coleman
The presentation was made by
when he insults you, those present might feel leas
Mrs. Lillian Robertson, chair- Mrs. Churchill is the former has assisted Mrs. Churchill in the
"uncomfortable" than seeing you [submit like a whipped
man of the 1971 Advisory Board. Frances McGehee of near Cayce work by attending the meetings
animal. Try it. You've nothing to lose but your misery.
Other members of the board for in Fulton County. Her husband, and serving on the Advisory
1971 are Mrs. Judith Jackson, Guthrie Churchill, who is with the Board through the years.
With the devotion that Mrs.
DEAR ABBY: Hi! My major Arblem is that I am only a
Mrs. Fay Lamb, Mrs. Eva Lamb, Agricultural Stabilization and
half-inch taller than my girl friend. She is a pretty girl, and I
Mrs. Ina Sledd, Mrs. Janice Conservation Service, is Past Churchill has given to the
Mrs.
would never give her up for this reason, but if you' know any
Newberry,
Brenda Grand High Priest of the Royal Rainbow Order during the past
Newberry, Howard McNeely, Arch Masons of Kentucky. He is twenty years, we feel sure that
growing secrets-rwould sure like to have them.
I tried putting sheetrock in my shoes one night when I
Dee Lamb, Henry Sledd, and Pat also active in all Masonic each of the girls she has been
organizations.
associated with in the order will
Evans.
took her to the movies, but when we were about halfway
Mrs. Churchill waif the. first They have one daughter, Mrs. feel her influence throughout
home I had to take it out because my feet were killing me.
CARRY OUT
person from Murray to receive Mary Florence Garrett, science their lives. This writer has been
"ALL YOU
She doesn't wear heels because she doesn't want to be
Churchill
ORDERS
the Grand Cross of Color which teacher at Reidland High School associated with Mrs.
taller than I sin. So what advice have you for me?
CAN
EAT"
was presented to her at the Grand Her husband, Cat) Douglaf through the publicity given for
SHRIMP
753-4141
Order
and
feels
that
Rainbow
for
the
Rainbow
REG.
12.50
(Dinner
the
includes
French
Assembly of
Fries -r
Garrett, is band director al
DEAR SHRIMP: You don't say bow old you are, but if
with persons like "Aunt FranGirls held at Louisville in June of Reidland.
Hushpup
.
eits
,
anow)
.
ces" devoted to the youth, the
you have not as yet reached your full growth, you might ask
1954.
One -of the highlights of Mrs. nation will continue to be the
your doctor if there is anything new in "growth control." II
Since the Murray Assembly
am set recommending--only suggesting. I Other than that,
was instituted, it has had Chuechill's term as, mother. great one it has been and is now.
As we read the words, "Love
look into elevated shoes if you want a lift.
representatives at each of the advisor was the initation of her
twenty sessions 'Of Grand daughter into the Assembly on gives itself; it is not bought",
What's your problem You'll feel better if you get it di Asserriblyl ifid Mrs. Churchill November 6, 1954. She later written by Henry Wadsworth
your cheat. Write to ABBY. no% 69700. I OR Angeles. Cal,
has attended eighteen of these became worthSt. advisor for the lAgfellow, an American poet,
WSW For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
sessions She, assisted by parents term, May to September 1957, we can only say that,,Mrs.
envelope.
of 'the Rainbow Girls, has and' received her Marriage Churchill has given her love to
,these many girls in the past
..rwasyste4.440
.
#thaperoned bus kit& orgirbilif majority degree in 1962.
Murray,
• The Assembly hee as one of its twenty years. something Butt
' For Abby's booklet. "Noss Co Mitre'a Lovely Weill/lag,"
the Grand Assembh.session.
projects.
purchased.
c-ould
not
be
volunteer
Box
service
a#
,
Abby,
09700
sa
read
tt
eighteen
girls
es
Angeles.
Cal
siurrav has had
50065
_

BIRTHS

Murray Woman Has Devoted Years
Of Service, Rainbow For Girls;
Presented Plaque By Board

Mrs. Linda Evitts
Hostess For Meet
Oak Grove Women

Young Women Meet
At Elm Grove For
Special Program

,
Gooft gropmtng
is up to ciaughter

Spirit of '71

Baby your legs

Works

"All You Can Eat"

Wednesday & Thursday
FEB. 3rd & 4th

FRIED SHRIMP
SPECIAL

$1.95

Joiratte-Crowd at-the "Kitehtinn-----7

Taptain's LKitrilrti

Highway 641 North .

a
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WEDNESDAY MORNING PROGRAMS

By Nevyle Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
once knew a grizzled and
tacittitiolvemuntryman who
had live so long in the outdoors and in such close
communion with nature, he
never needed a clock to tell
him the time, a thermometer
to acquaint him with the temperature, an almanac to forecast the weather, or a compass
to keep him from getting lost.
His awareness of his environment, what was happening
at the moment, and what
would most probably happen
in the future was uncanny--so
much so that he was regarded
by his less observant and untutored contemporaries as
some sort of wizard. As a
consequence, he was likewise
considered a fountainhead of
knowledge and consulted on all
rustic matters from nailing
whiteoak shingles on a roof to
killing hogs and building a
worm fence.
But, as he was first to ad=
mit, there was nothing supernatural about this old woodsman's ability, and he claimed
no special gift of mental
process. Rather, as he said: "I
just use my head." His profound knowledge of the world
came from making full-rose of
his senses-all his senses--aed his
observant and inquiring mind.
When in the outdoors,
where he stayed most of the
time making a living by farming and ding.ginseng.
sound, sign, or movement
escaped him. He could tell as
much about the weather by
looking at a rhododendron
bush, watching the actions of
birds and small game animals,
end smelling the ail' sbirt,a
swamp as a modern weilliirman can with his host of
guages, meters, and other
scientific instruments.
Even on densely overcast
days he could tell time almost
as accurately as a watch and on
the foggiest nights, even in
dense woods, was always aware
of his relative position and
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Country Journal
CBS Morning News
00 Morning Show
Morning
Wald
Reat McCoys
Morning
Show
-30
Bozo Show
:Olt Today; Scene TtOttyMorning Mitch
Morning
Bozo
Snow
Wald.
30 Toclitv
Bozo Snow
OC Today; Scene Today(aptain Kangaroo
Mike
Romper
Room
Douglas
:30 Today
Hazel
Mike Douglas
:00 Dinatt's Place
Douglas
Mike
Beverly
HiOblilmea
ConcenhatIon
:30
Gourmet; News
Family Affair
Sale of Centijry
• That Girl
:30 HolNw000 Squares Love of Lite
Where Heart is
Bewitched
:00 Jeopardy
:30 Who. What; News Search tor Tomorrow, A World Apart

could beeline to any Place he
wanted to go.
Once on a bet, and on one
of the darkest and cloudiest
A :os
nights that ever was, he was led
l la
blindfolded into an unfamiliai
I gI
territory by a group of fox.
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
hunters and turned loose in the
News; Sineing Conywi All My Children
Nnnn
let's Mate a Deel
As World Turns
A. :30 Noon
center of a 'dense pine thicket
:00 Daus of Our Lives Many Saiendered Thing Dating Garnst
Newlywed Game
comprising several hundred
Guiding Light
:30 Doctors
I
czwtier al Hospital
Secret Strum
:03 World-Bay City
acres. Then without as much as
One LIN To Live
Edge of Night
:30 Bright Promflte
Dark Shadows
Gamer Pyle USMC
a kitchen match for light, he
Gilligan's Island
Lucy
Tartan
3 :0030 World-Somerset
was left to find his way out of
Movie:
Daniel Boone
:00 Tarzan
4 :30 Wild Wild West . "Gidget Goes to Daniel Boone
the coniferous jungle.
News; Wthr.; Sports
Rome"
:00 West; Action News
ABC Everting News
:30 NBC Nightly NewiCBS eyenine New.
He won the bet by going
WEDNESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
straight to his horse tied up at
Dream of Jeannie
:00 News; Wthr.; Sports News; wythr,; Sports
the edge of the thicket a
Eddie's Father
of
6 :30 Hall Fame Men 1t Lew
Room 222
MasCot 1id
couple of miles away. The
:00 Hall of Fame
Smith Faintly
With Love
To
7 ;30 Hall of Flarrgil
foxhunters, however,even with
:00 Music Hell
Mad at Center
Movie.
:30 Music Hall
Aned •I Center
"Dead Neat on a
lanterns, became loath and
Hew ii Five-0
Merry Go Round"
• :00 Four-in-One•
a
•
:ICI
Psychiatrist
Haw
It
Five-0
The
Mont.
didn't get back until the
Wthr.? !warts
Ifs :00 News; WOW.; Snorts
morning of the next day. When .
Li :30 Tonight
Motile:
glecr'C:fete% Sports
:PI Tonight
"Banning"
Dick Covet?
they asked him how he
:30 Tonight
Movie
Dick Cevett
managed it, his reply was: "1 '
just followed my nose."
This old man, whose name
was Frank, knew exactly when
fish would bite and when they
wouldn't. He knew when and
where a hunter could find
honorary historical fraternit
By Lois Campbell
game and where he couldn't.
He also is secretary of the
News
Bureau
State
He knew a thousand other
Kentucky
Civil War Round Table,
FRANKFORT, KY.—Col.
things about the outdoors
the Pioneer National Monument
director
of
the
Chinn,
M.
Geotge
which, had he written them
Kentucky Historical Society, Assn., director of U.K.'s Museum
down, would have contributed
recently announced the ap- of Kentucky Life at Wasteland,
4nore to the bra-of the outpointement of Dr. Hambleton president of the George Rogers
doors than the writings of
Tapp as assistant director of the Clark Memorial Foundation, and
Thoreau, Muir, and Burroughs
vice chairman of the Kentucky
society.
all combined.
Sesquicentennial
Dr Tapp, Versailles, author, Lincoln
•
Unfortunately, Frank could doctor of philosophy, teacher and Commission.
Dr. Tapp is past district
barely read, muchsless write, administrator in Kentucky
and now that he has long since schools since 1923, will also edit governor of Rotary, chairman of
gone, much °Tim empirical "The 10M:stir"
ety'
s the Kentucky -Civil War Centennial Commission, of the
knowledge has been lost. One publication.
Daniel Boone National Forest
though,
is
thing remembered
A native of Springfield, Dr.
Assn., of the Kentucky Heritage
how he told temperatures by Tapp succeeds the late Glenn
Commission and vice chairman
. observing the evergreen leaves Chit.
of the Fort 13oonesborough State
Dr. Tapp will .gerve on con
of the, rhododendron. When
Park Development Assn. tenifeseturea veacked, freezing, suiting basis to the Historical
The University of Kentucky
"dtigtee0 The'leaver slaw Society until he relintidishts his
historian and administrator is
University
of
at
the
position
IS
deptes,
they
rooping. At
married and has two children.
hang straight down and roll up Kentucky in June, when he will
Frank.
to about the size of a man's assume full-time duty in
index finger. From 10 degrees fort.
The new Assistant director ha:
to zero, they are not much
larger than a lead pencil. Go written two books, "History o:
out sometime with a thermom- Kentucky" and "Three Decade
eter, find a rhododendron, and of Kentucky Politics (1870-1900 ),'
and numerous articles foi
discover how accurate he was.
NEW
YORK (UPI)—TI*
historical journals.
movement
sincC
Dr. Tapp is a graduate oi upward
Springfield High School ant November is -understandably
earned a bachelor of arts degret slackening," according to Hat:ris, Upham & Co. The company
from Centre College in 1922.
After earning a master of art feels we have entered a period
degree at Peabody College foi where it will be hard to
Teachers, Nashville, Tenn., Dr "generate market enthusiasm
served on the faculty o' without a powerful outside
Tapp
refer a 'turned-on' viewer to at
Male High School frorr stimulus." The market, howevLouisville
least one person, if not a com1944, when he resigned t/ er, is "overbought" and the
munity-wide committee of 1934 to
accept an appointment to impact of bullish news will be
people, with concrete indirector of Health and Physica moderate and "bad news should
formation on grass-roots projects
Education in
the Kentucky be reflected in a sharper
already underway to combat
downswing," the company
Department of Education.
home
drug abuse in his own
He joined the University of believes.
county."
Kentucky faculty in January.
Press noted that a far-reaching
1948, as instructor in history, and In the 38 years since the Ne*
abuse
drug
problem such as
two
years later was promoted tc Deal "the stock market has
cannot be solved entirely by
professor in history and advanced in January 23 times,
assistant
committees, but called the
and has continued on to higher
special
assistant
also
TURNED ON CRISIS programs
Is in all but four cases,"
University President H. L.
one
"awareness material to help
Wright Investors' Service says.
Donovan.
individual understand "the other
Dr. Tapp is a member of The "Every major annual bull
guy."
Filson Club, the Kentucky and market ,advance has been
dialogue
of
cliches
"The old
Societies, preceded%y a January rise;
un• Southern Historical
and
communication
and since the Korean War,
social
fraternity,
Beta
Theta
Pi
derstanding are the main things
Phi Delta Kappa education every January advance of more
here," he added.
fraternity, Phi Alpha Theta than 1 per cent" has been
followed by a more than 10 per
cent advance, Wright says The
company says 1971 shows no
sign of being an exception to
the rule.

Is proud to announce that they have sold
the first new mobile home to be set up in
the new modern Riviera Mobile Home Park
on 641 North.

•

Dr. Tapp Named Asst Director
Of Kentucky Historical -Society

Kenneth Starks, of Neal Starks Mobile Homes, is presenting the keys to
Ibis beautiful 12-foot wide, 65 foot long mobile home to the proud owner,
1. B. Starks and his daughter, Beverly.

Wall Street
Chatter

Neal Starks Mobile Homes
has over 60 (Elia-Modern

KET Drug Series Called
New Style Documentary
By Gary G. Huddleston
State News Bureau
Ky.—The
LEXINGTON,
eiecutive director of Kentucky
Educational Television (KET),
:O. Leonard Press is excited about
the upcoming eight-part series on
,drug abuse, THE TURNED ON
-:CRISIS, to be aired by KET and
'Its potential for alerting Kentuckiams to ways of combating
the drug problem-.
As a professional broadcaster,
"however, Press is just as enthused about the uniqueness of
'the presentation when compared
'with the average educational or
.documentary-style production.
The programs,to be telecast by
KET stations at 7 p.m. (EST)
Tuesdays and Thursdays through
February, were produced by
Pittsburgh's public television
'station WQED with a half-million
-dollar grant from the Corporation
3or Public Broadcasting.
' Press called the series corn...
lorehensive in content and aploroach and said the project has
liccumulated an unusually wide
spectrum of statewide and local
involvement.
He said, "Most problemoriented television programs,
commercial
and
both
educational, are conceived as
complete entities in themselves.
"In a very real way, they are
actually frustrating because we
broadcasters usually must be
,content with just exposing a
tdramatic problem and issuing a
'hearty call to action. Then, most
tof the time, we can give only
vague advice on where to start if
.you want to be involved.
"In this case, however, we can
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14AWILSUCCINDS HAWK--t-Flanked by flags, 89-yearRULING OUT FRIGHT
old Rep. P. Edward Hebert, D-La., site at his desk in
,A MO- Washington and ponders his new post4sureeeding the
LONDON (UPI4 ;IN
eourt judge 'took off his wig
late L. Mendel Rivers as Armed Services Committee
a 9-year-old
Thursday . so
chatrmun. It's a matter ot a hawk succeeding a hawk.
peering in a court case would
a
p
because Hebert says he agrees wig' just' about everr
a
1:oriot be frightened when she met
policy the South Carolinian etspeelsed . . . "Rivers' plans
.Will be carried out as far as is possible.- him in his chambers.
**
..

..,
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Homes on their lot, ready
for your inspection!

COME SEE THE EASY
WAY OF LIVING
at

"As an investment guideline
the easing of depreciation
schedules will have only limited
immediate impact:" ireeOrding
to Spear & Staff Inc. The
company says firms with large
planned capital equipment
budgets in 1971 will save on
taxes but the firms producing
automation equipment won't
feel the impact until the second
half when they can adjust their
spending plans to the new rules.
A continued rise in bank
stock prices is not "likely" over
the near term, Walston & Co.
says. Although the cost of
borrowed money has dropped,
loan demand remains weak,
and right now the industry is
at, or possibly past, an earnings
peak, Walston believes. Tbe
company recommends investors
switch to the "interest-sensitive
finance and life insurance
groups" which.should benefit
from the lower interest rates—
"particularly on a short term

NEAL STARKS
MOBILE
HOMES
5 Miles North of Murray at AImBeHghwa4j.
- T..- •

inifit4-7
- -

-

Phone 753-i

o

•

411,

Crime Prevention
Program Outlined

ronsonsimmiaisisiossosnititsiiiimiliammitristimistrrilingiewitimmumnuipint
I

Crackdown on crime _
Nixon pledges drive on gambling
anti effort to destroy drug traffic

E
I

I
E

i
WASHINGTON (UPI): President Nixon today
Pledged to stes up the attack on organized cnme, i
including an FBI crackdown on big-time gambling i
and an effort to destroy the syndicates that import 1
a
and distribute illegal narcotics.
2
Nixon proposed a 32 per cent increase in funds '
for law enforcement, but his budget message to :=-.C• ongress contained no recommendations for new f
-T.
anticrime legislation.
...
F_
Nixon said his proposed $1.4 billion outlay would
E
a be used to:
.4.
I
• ''Step up the war on organized crime and the F.
1 gambling operations that finance it." A $65.2 million LE
i
-i outlay was included specifically for this purpose—up .
s
$17.2 million from the current fiscal year.
1"s
• "Destroy
— major criminal systems that import i
-t:
:1
and distribute narcotics and dangerous drugs."
i
1:• Continue the campiaign to protect air travelers i
f
I- from hijackers.
E=
E.
•Expand correctional facilities.
ri

i

f
I
I
t:
E
"
i
i
.1-1--

• Develop better ways "to provide more accurate
Information on law enforcement activities."
Nixon also proposed a step-up in activities for '4
protection of federal judges and federal buildings
and an additional $O million to hire more Secret
Service agents to protect presidential and vice presidential candidates in 1972.
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even the merger of departments; "By the end of June, most of
By Mary Anne Gurnee
—$570,000 to develop a the money will be awarded and
State News Bureau
LOUISVILLE, KY.—The statewide communications placed in programs for comKentucky Crime Commission system;
bating crime and improving
discussed law enforcement —$410,000 to develop and,Kentucky's law enforcement
improvement programs, a further Kentucky's criminal agencies," he added.
number of crime prevention justice information system The commission also discussed
proposals and priorities to be through computerizing data;
and set a number of priorities to
established in the coming years —$100,000 for two major be followed in the coming years:
in order to upgrade Kentucky's management studies of urban —consolidate major police
entire criminal justice system at and rural courts to find the best functions;
its semi-annual conference held ways to cut unnecessary delays; —continue
emphasis
of-4232,000 to expand and im- juvenile delinquency programs;
here recently.
The Commission is preparing a prove the adversary system by —increase training, standards
criminal justice plan to submit-to the use of full-time prosecutors, and salaries for all parts-of the
the U.S. Dept. of Justice for an law clerks and student interns in judicial system;
award of $5.29 million.
major cities;
—consider state asssitance to
Previously, the state has —$200,000 for adult corrections local governments with money to
received over $3 million in the to improve and expand probation match federal funds;
past two years for criminal and parole services;
—use carefully some exjustice improvements and law —$116,000 to provide special offenders, both juvenile and adult
enforcement programs.
assistance for convicted of- in correctional programs;
In addition to the grants fenders leaving prisons to make —provide major assistance to
received, Kentucky was one of adjustments to their new life;
improve Kentucky's court
KSP COMPILES CRIME tEPORT—The Kentucky State Police are now compiling
nine states to be awarded ad- —$320,000 to hire new,qualified system; and
crime
statistics
for
lad)
use in the "Kentucky 1970 Uniform Crime Report," first
ditional discretionary funds in probation and juvenile coun- —reduce crime rates and:
such report in the state. Trooper Robert Stivers,"1-ight, of Columbia, discusses a
excess of $1 million.
selors for cities and counties;
improve law enforcement by:
local police report with Sgt. Robert Tucker, assistant bureau comiltander at FrankThe Commission's 1971 Plan
—$370,000 into community. involving citizens more actively fort. Trooper Clyde Wyatr, ontrandenburg, totals arrest statistics for Meade Co.- calls for 49 different projects to based deliquency prevention in crime prevention efforts.
share in the federal grant of $5.29 programs such as youth service
Designated by Gov. Louie B.
(Leonard Kimball Photo)
million.
bureaus, probationary teams and Nunn in compliance with the Safe —$425,000 to improve and group homes; and
Streets Act Jaf 1968, the 47.
received the -seal of approval expand basic and in-service —4175,000 into drug abuse and
member bi-partisan commission
officials
in
Washington,
FBI
from
training for local police;
narcotics programs for education acts as the official state agency to
D. C.
—over $200,000 to provide and prevention and for pilot administer anti-crime funds
"Effective January 1 of this continuing education for judges, rehabilitation programs.
allocated by the federal governyear, we have been disignated as prosecutors and juvenile and Cities and counties can apply
ment.
the only agency in the state from adult correctional personnel;
for a share of the funds during an
Grant recipients must provide
which the Flu will accept crime- —$750,000 to encourage con- application period which will be
contribution for
a matching
national
report
their
statistics
for
curate—and detailed—
solidation of major functions of held sometime during March and federal funds awarded on a 75By Leonard N. Kimball
The
police departments, which in- April, "Says Charles L. Owen, federal and 25-state or local
accounting of the inroads which in the future," Mullins said.
Special Writer
crime haS made into each of the other three state police units are cludes communications systems, executive director of the com- basis.
located in California, New Jersey records and investigations and mission.
state's 120 counties.
and Michigan.
"With
this
sort
of
information
Ky.—Unlikely
FRANKFORT,
Mullins said the early success
at
our
fingertips,
both
lawmakers
as it may sound, police in Ken--Kentueky-ls -program was
tucky are collaborating on a are police- will bellble, for the
largely a result of three imfirst
time,
to
realistically
assess
has
which
whodunit
paperback
portant factors.
all the earmarks of becoming the the true extent of the problem
"S_first _hurdle was
best-read first edition ever to roll facing Kentucky and establish
financial," he said. Although the
priorities
best
the
kind
of
here.
presses
the
off
General Assembly legislated the
Called, simply enough, Ken- disigned to do something 'about
progranfinto existence, no funds
tucky's 1970 Uniform Crime it," he. said.
were evetbudgeted to support it.
Report, it is scheduled for release In years past, the only
"But, with the help of the Kenstatewide
crime
figures
available
to
sometime in July and promises
tucky Crime Commission, that
make fascinating reading. on Kentucky were compiled by
problems was solved-by obtaining
Everything from murder and the FBI and reported annually in
funds,.through _the federaU,,aw
crime
_national
=auralearay,Ih
and
robbery in vagrancy
Enforcement Assistance Admercialized vice will be reports.
ministration -(-LEAA)."
statistically dissected within its According
to
Newman, Assistance in establishing
covers.
however, the FBI summary fell effective reporting procedures
Public Safety Commissioner short of presenting a complete clime from
both the POI and New
William O. Newman, its picture, ':partly because all fersey State -Plaice. - In fact,
publisher, said the report is police in Kentucky were not Mullins said, Kentucky's
unique in that it will give Ken furnishing statistical crime data reporting practices are closely
tUckians their first really ac to the FBI and partly because it patterned
, • •
after those fainted by
. sou . .
.
just wasn't possible for the FBI to both organizations.
•
• *
A • ••••
'Kn.
a detailed study of in- "The FBI was. especially ininclude
%%\\s'.%\•%\ S.\\\,
.%\%
,
dividual states, area by area, in stnunental in helping us lay the
14*- "Irate',
•:* 4
their report anyway."
. r.001
early groundwork for our own
• .0,.:444%,1 '
ce.
Current planning calls for the program," he said. In addition to
ot
first annual report to come out holding training sessions in crime
yrat.f
- ie •4
_
410rj
.
44
,
t
with a county-by-county break- reporint at their headquarters in
down of Kentucky's total crime the nation's capital for Mullins
picture plus separate analyses of and his men:the federal agents
;
r.
the state's eight largest also took -part in several
population centers. Under seminars convened regionally in
consideration is a proposal to Kentucky by State Police to bried
include individual studies of local law enforcement offiatrs.
other small communities as well. "But the largest•ethare of credit
"Possibly every city with a goes to our own men and local
population of 10,000 or more," police who have worked so well
said Cant, Noah Mullins of the together to bring this thing off,"
Kentucky State Police
he added.
Mullins heads up the State Local police response, in
Police Bureau of Criminal particular, was "nothing short of
Identification and Statistics outstanding. At least 99 per cent
which is charged with the job-of of them have been sending us
Actually, Kevin's daddy pays 5-1/8 cents for his
collecting monthly statistics detailed monthly reports right
daily Courier-Journal, but it's still quite a savings on
from local police and putting the from the beginning," he said.
annual report together. The Currently, the State Police
the regular price. You see, Kevin's dsiddy (and 46,000
bureau was formed early in 1969 have five men assigned to work
other rural subscribers in Kentucky, Indiana and
following enactment of a man- with local police departments
Tennessee) took advantage of The Courier-journal's
datory uniform crime reporting eress the stae. They are
trigi3argain Offer novrircrir4-3:nr
-law by the 1968 General Troopers Thomas Simpson of
Assembly_
Fraflitinsville; James Farley of
For only Sl6—$10 off the regular price of $26—
Although still treading un- Flemingsburg; Delmar Laferty,
he
and
other mail subscribers receive the newspaper
familiar ground in the field of Garrett;
Robert
Stivers,
rated 3rd best in the nation.
uniform crime reporting, the Columbia; and Clyde Wyatt of
Kentucky State Police are one of Brandenburg.
four
state
onty
You can get in on the Bargain Offer, too, but only
police
Assisting Mullins at the
organizations nationwide whose bureau's headquarters here is
if you act now. Simply fill in the coupon_ below and'
practices
reporting
have Sgt. Robert Tucker.
send it in-along with your check" or money order
before March 6, 1971 deadline.

Kentucky State Police
To Publish Crime Report

IVA* *El-- Senate 'Minority Illeter laugh, Scott of
Pennsylvania and Senate Majority Leader Mike Mans-,
field of Montana seem to be smoking the peace pipa at
a Women's National Press Club event in Washington;

'00,00.•
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• FOR RENT

FOR SALE
AKC IRISH Setter pups. Toy
Poodles and three herds of
Chinchilla from certified stock.
$35.00 each animal. 753-1862.
February 26C

. ,, •

1962 VALIANT, good condition,
1969 Hot Point washer, baby bed,
best offer will be accepted
leaving town. Can see at 208 S.
15th Street or,call 753-7216. TFC

.. 1

itance to
money to
me exand adult
is;
stance to •
; court

,

tes and
ment by
actively
orts.
Louie B.
-1 the Safe
the 47mmission
agency to
ie funds
I govern-

MOBILE HOME Insurance.
Broad coverage. Low rates.
Check with us for all your Insurance before you buy.
Galloway Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, phone 753.442.
March4C

4110

•
..i. 1

,,.,.

t provide
ution for
on a 75or local

/

We Keep All Tuxedos In
Our Stock ... All Wilack
Is Alterations
We have a full stock all by AFTER SIX
Whetter you ate plasuung a 'redo:hog, fonnali, --,party, or your social eve.as, see us for your
tuxedo.

Come by and see our large selection
of Tuxedos for tligSprling Prom.

THE COLL E SHOP

JAP HAY.Phone 435-4313.

,
Murray, Ky.
N. 15th Streit
,
Across troll the MSU Library
,
Hire
753-3242
244-Th-that/

ONE-HALF duplex apartment.
Two bedrooms, living room,
kitchen, private bath. For giris-air
couple. Phone 753-3143.
VIC
10 x 50 TRAILER home, nicely
located. One mile from city.
Available February 1st. Phone
753-5109.
F2P

HELP WANTED

SPECIAL! FACTORY CAPS

IIIIIIDEtillilliillilldliiiiMilli

'12.95

OFF all Electric HEATERS

BRITTANY SPANIELS, the only
pointing Spa inels. Natural
1959 STUDEBAKER Lark. Runs Pointers and Retriever. Experfect. $95.00. Phone 753-8249 or cellent pets. Registered, worsee at 1208 South 16th Street. F2P med,shots. Inquiries invited, 7674170.
F4C

HOUSEWIVES. Two openings,
part ,){me. Average $3.00 per
houy. No experience necessary.
WE train. For appointment call
153-1711.
TFC

"How each $ will be spent
2

HERE'S WHERE the federal dollar
would come from under Nixon's budg..
• Individual income taxes-41 cents.

Human resources (inc
-luaIntrea1-1ion, health, income security, veterans
benefits, manpower)-42 cents.
•National defense-34 cents.
• Physical resources (including agriculture, natural resources, Iramportabon, housing, community development)
-11 cents.

• Other government programs and
services (including international affairs,

NOW UNDER construction;
three bedroom frame with
carport and utility, u2 mile west
of Coldwater. $12,500.00. Phone
489-2110.
F3C

OUTL WS
RECEIPTS\

E

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

BUDGET GROWN
soca 1970 rs.

space research, and general operation
of government
cents.

WASHINGTON (UPI): Here is how
the federal dollar would be spent under
the fiscal 1172 budget submitted to
Congress by President Nixon:

alba

liii

• Corporation
income
taxes-16
cents.
• Social insurance payroll taxes and
contributions-25 cents.
•Excise taxes-8 cents.
• l'ser charges, estate and gift taxes,
customs and other miscellanious government receipts-5 cents.
Borrowing

(deficit

Mit"MB

Nat

flnance)-5

rents

" I ALMOST 8R0LASHT A 6L
i "
CA
HARD 'ID COMPETE WITH
HOME TO MEET WM, BUT 5ME
A RAN NOT ONLY FROM THE
KM; OFF WITH A STUPID R0f5IN "
STANDPOINT OF LOOKS, BUT
ALSO 1i./ORMit119E ".

TWO BEDROOM brick 'house.
Hardwood floors, electric heat.
On half acre lot at Coldwater.
$12,000. Phone 489-2238
Flt'
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

1•11•11111111111=1
AVON & MONEY, AVON di
MONEY-go together like a
horse and carriage. Doesn't
rhyme-but it's still true-. Want to
know more? Call collect after 6
p.m. 365-9424 or write Mrs. Janet
Kunick, Rt. T Box 136 A, Princeton, Ky. 42445 College
Representatives also needed. -F4C

THE 71' CHEVROLETS
are arriving daily
at
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
See
Hardiman Nix'
Charlie Jenkins
Max Fitts
Phone 753-2617

-4

ORTHOPEDIC MATTRESS and
springs. Good condition. Regular
size. Phone 753-3987.
F4(

2-2

Nancy

WELCOME
TO THE
10 HOUR
WORK WEEK!

NOTICE
ELECTROLUX SALES & Service, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarMarch 5C
mington, Kentucky.

"WANTED-Licensed
Beautician-Apply in person at
MUST SELL 1967 Mustang. Good
the Nursing Office of MurraysMape. Need tuition. Phone 753Calloway County Hospital". F4C
7869.
F8C

AS OF February I, 1971 Mrs.
Bettye Dale will be associated
with Naomi's Beauty Shop
specializing in wigs and 'wig
styling. Please call 4984179 or
498-8437.
F2C

SERVICES'
OFFERED

AS OF this date, January 29, 1971,
will not be responsible for any
FOR ALL your home alterations, debts other than my own.
repairs, remodeling, etc., new or
Signed
old. Free estimates. Call 753-6123.,
Loyola Wyatt Shankle F2P
February 15NC1

QUINTS DIE
GRENOBLE, France UPI)The last survivor of quintuplet:
born four days ago to Mrs.
Michele Riondet died Monday
in the Grenoble hospital. Two of
WANTED TO BUY
the children died Friday, the
day after their birth, and two
WANT TO buy; logs and standing WANTED: IRONING to
do in my others died Saturday. Physitimber. Also have for sale lumber home, 20e each piece. Phone 753- cians said all five infants died
and sawdust. Murray Saw Mill 1733.
F2C from respiratory difficulties
and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147.
TFC
FLOOD ALERT
FUFLNiTURE REFINISHING.
All work guaranteed. Free
pickup and delivery. Free
estimate. Antique or natural
finish. Jerry McCoy,753-3045.
February 20 NC

LONDON (UPI)-the rainWILL DO.babysitting in my home
an yl11194:---Reason a hie- retest: swollen. Thames Rtvtir-rose
Phone 753-8809.
F5C feet above normal level Monday, prompting an emergenc
flood alert for rnetropolita
Lorklon. Three hours after th
[AT 8, FOUND
alert was issued however, th
Greater 1.ondon Council sal
LOS!. BLACK ano tan German the danger 'had passed for the
Shepherd Phone 753-2250
F2P central part of the city.

j•

THAT'S HOW PEOPLE
SENT LETTERS TO

ska.
41.

,n.
WHAT ARE
THESE STONES.?
-

...

(
IMAGINE
SENDING

,

Ana as.

SUCH

AND

BIG
LETTERS

WHAT IS

EACH. OTHER
IN THE
SE ,

oat

If you would like to work 10 Mars
a week at your own pace, in your
own car, and build your own bus
If you would like to invest as little
as $600 to $1500 in spare cash to
start a business that can give you a
nice return per year, then we'd bet
ter have a little talk!
We'll show you how to make your
ware time pay handsome dividends
with Ull Snack Strop Vending Ma
chines A proven business oppor

tunity in a growing $5 billion
market where 80% of the business
is done by the small independent
operator

..-.....,
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Mr
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The Colonials
i?O'Y I' WHAT
ETTY
A
GUTTEFZPLY

Pe -rry
WHY AE THI
WHY DOES THE SUN 24-4 I E
..A.12 U17) THE •
woKibEe.
SKY GOES 7 WHAT IF

locations All you need is your car,
a smaii investment and be willing

to work hard to become a success
Your conscientious effort will defer
mine your income

111.111111

F -2

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

BRAN{:

d,r,s,o
,OS WI

1275 POOrIT DRIVE •001,10S. RYAS 75247
1 ata ontarasted /f1 we.. loasentatles
about meting moo*, on the .m1
(
,
bounoss i hoot • ca, sad 10 11*.r.
OW "Oh an.,. torn.
fl 1 can invent $600 is a re.uto
eaa Memel $15111 Is a rout.
---

Rama
Addreee_

•
moo

I

Doot

Set Dept. #

3537

to

e1.

MUSEUM
OPEN
9 -5

No experience necessary! No personal sales calls necessary, We will
train you, counsel you, secure your

Are you ready to start improving
your income? Then write

an A:

U,, a al

il.
• V

ass

THAT
MUST
BE A

THIS ?

.,.,----

10Me •
,

MIS..

BURGER CHEF
MANAGER POSITION
Pay training period
Good starting salary
Must relocate to
Jackson, Tennessee
Contact Curtis Ragland
at Burger Chef
1304 W. Main
raC
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Where it'll come from

•Interest 6rpublic debt-8 cents.

AUTOS FOR SALE

ACROSS
7 Platform
1 Cleaning
I Courageous
&elms
person
4 Swamp
9 Inns in
9 Farm animal
East
the
12 Period of
10 Be in debt
time
Many
11
13 Nerve
19 Spanish
network
article
14 Reverence
15 Sailor (colloq.) 21 Hindu queen
22 Note of
16 Turkic
scale
tribesman
23 Musical
17 Communist
instrument
1$ Golf mound
24 Fruit seed
20 Greek
Beginning
26
marketplace
42 Scottish caps
34 Symbol for
22 Fencer's sword 27 Compass
magnesium
point
43 Saucy
24 Baker's product
29 Numb*,
35 Tell
44 Ordinance
25 Ryser in
30 Electrified
England
37 C.omunction
45 The sell
particle
26 Part ef circle
39 Confusion of
47 Golf mound
32- Singing
29 Lubricate
mices
49 Soak
voice
30 Pointless
50 Guido's high
33 Unit of Latvian 40 Symbol for
31 Big man
note
currency
tantalum
33 Cuts of meat
34 Shade tree
35 Hurried
36 Ocean
33 Insect
39 Wager
40 Mali., lace
41 Sum
43 Equality
Pe:
44 Hawaiian
MN i'Ve V:
...MN•5:
4
*NM•NVit
wreath
46 Lessen
46 Anger
51 Time gone try
52 Measuring
device
53 Lamprey
54 Emerged
victorious
55 Rain and
hail
56 Music, as
written
..p p
..•
Med
DOWN
50
1 Encountered
2 Anglo Saxon
money
11111111M11111111.01111111
1
3 Taking part
4 Partner
iliMEME1111111
11gii
ill
II.
5 Macaw
6 Sell to
tr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

000 0000 0000
000 W000 0M00

5.60-12 or 6.00-12 Whitewall TIRES-----117.95
5.60-15 Blackwall TIRES
-17.95

ITC

TWO GOOD used Black and
White televisions $35.00 each.
Several good used men's suits,
size 42 and 43 long. Several ladies
dresses and suits, size 16 and '18.
Barrel chair, $5.00. Phone 7536287 after 5:00 p.m.
F4C
_

Putzte

a
maa
no
Emma
maul
OMM 0000 M0

BATTERIES
51595

(1970_ LApY 011.&10RE
. copSLEEPING ROOMS.for 4 collepe
apertone refrigerator, used 6
boys. Private entrance and
months. Maintenance agreement
parking. Close to University.
still in force. Phone 753-7200. ITC
Phone 753-7169.
F4P

OPEN: 8-8 Weekdays, 8-5 Saturdays

WORK WONDERS
NIORLDWIDE

WINTER SALE
12 VOLT AUTO

NICE TRAILER, carpeted, two
GROCERY.SCAI.F-S Phone 753- bedrooms, one
mile out on
F2P Concord Highway. Phone
75376914
anytime.
F4C
EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT,
economical, Blue Lustre carpet 12x64
MOBILE Home, three
cleaner. Rent electric shampooer bedrooms, electric heat and air.
$1.00 Big K.
F6C Couples only. Phone 753-8682
after 4:00p.m.
' F4P
5 HP TILLER, powered by
Briggs and Stratton, $161.92. OFFICE SPACE in National
celipie4
linteltaidding forral,p4:31
-Other wallets available.
tgomery Ward, 510 Main Street, by Varsity Barber Shop, Phone
Murray, Kentucky phone 753,- Charlotte Kirk Whanell,753FOC
1966.
F6C 2240.

'TUXEDO RENTAL

WANT OS

.

NICE PRIVATE rooms, wil:
accomodate 8 to 10 boys, with
kitchen priviliges. Phone 753-7381
days or 753-5108 after 5:00 p.m
and on Sunday.
TF(

BILBREYS

,,

,

Goodyear and Bilbrey

SIAMESE
KITTENS.
10%
Reasonably priced. Phone 7533116 before 12:00 and after 5:30 10' WIDE mobile home.
See
p.m.
F2P Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court after 4:00 p.m. No phone
210 Main St
TWO PLOW Ferguson tractor calls please.
F2C
with plow, disc, cultivator and
Murray, Ky.
mowing machine. Real good FURNISHED APARTMENT, all
Phone
753-5617
condition. Phone 489-2553.
F2C eiectnc. Phone 436-2323 after 5:00
p.m,
F2C
TAKE soil away the Blue Lustre
way
dismissed. "No one was going
from
carpets
and FIVE ROOM house, 3.4 ,miles TONSORIAL TRENDS
to him," said Student Union
upholstery.
Rent
electric from Murray on paved road, NOTTINGHAM,
England
shampooer ;1. Western Auto, bath, full basement, shady lawn, UPI)-A barber employed by President
Michael
Sharp.
"Home of The Wishing
garden spot available. Call 753- :he Nottingham University "Nearly all the men students
"
F3C 1665.
Feb.3C Students
Union
has
been prefer to wear their hair long."

.
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onm3

NICE FURNISHED apartment
for three or four girls. Phone 7537381 days or 753-5108 after 5:00
p.m.
TF(
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Crossword Puzzle

NOTICE

NOTICE

1/1

L'il Abner
At-I MADE A
MILLYUN LAS' WEEK,
PICKIN'STUNFLOW ER
SEEDS. Ai-I'LL
MERELY DO IT

AGIN

NO MORE STUN FLOW
SEEDS FOR OHM!!- F
HE WAS ANN MORN
VICIOUS,WE'D HAVE
TO CAGE HiMff

vvOre'SE 2;
I'VE SEEN
11-41eHICING.
T
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Apollo 14...
Continuea From Page One i

THE LEDGER & TIMES - Mt SHAY, KENTUCKY

Seen & Heard . . .
i Continued From Page One);,

Mrs. Curd...
Continued From Page One)

can of sardines and a can l of
mother ship in orbit 80 miles Vienna Sausage. The refrigerator the Pottertown Homemakers
Club
above the moon.
yielded some good Colby cheese,
Things had been quiet for so some ripe olives, milk. Fresh The Murray woman had
long at one point that ground crackers completed this repast. traveled extensively and had
attended several state and
communicator Fred W. Haise, Not bad.
national meetings in the
an astronaut on the unsuccessful Apollo 13 mission, called the More average people could use organizations of which she was a
member. She and her late
craft and said:
psychiatric services. This does
"Just want to see if you-all not mean they are insane, nor husband operated a newspaper at
still around there. You-all been does it mean they are unstable. It one time.
looking out the window lately in merely means that more people Mrs. Curd was born in
this direction? See anything could enjoy a better life by facing Calloway County on October 23,
1897, and her parents were the
interesting?"
the things that bug them. Then
"It's been an hour since I too there is this thing of late William H. McKeel and Eula
took a look either back in your straightening out our thinking. Waters McKeel.
direction or at the moon," Getting idealistic thinking in line Survivors are one sister, Mrs.
Mitchell said, a sharp contrast with realism. Facing the hard Dawson (Mary) Smith of Route
to early missions when the facts of life and economics. Two, Asheboro, N. C.; five
astronauts looked constantly at Dealing with this thing of "a brothers, Reason McKeel of
the moon looming large out the champagne appetite and having Bowling Green, Trellis McKee!of
Murray, William and Mason
spacecraft window.
a beer pocketbook".
McKeel of. Detroit, Mich., and
The astronauts performed
routine checks and tasks during Folks have a tough time today, Gaston McKeel of Asheboro, N.
C.
the night.
apparently more so than in the Funeral services
will be held
Just before breakfast, Ftoosa past, which results in more Wednesday at three p.m. at the
individual chapel of the J. H. Churchill
snapped some high-speed black widespread
and white still pictures of the depression. Depression brought Funeral Home with Dr. Samuel
on by thinking that is not straight.
dark side of the earth.
R. Dodson, Jr., officiating.
This results in unhappiness. Honorary pallbearers
Course Correction Made
will be
Nothing
in
particular
a
person
The three night-owl astromembers of the Friendship
nauts nudged their linked might put his finger on, just Sunday School Class and officers
command ship-lunar module unhappy. Psychiatry can help a of the WSCS of the First United
combination into the proper lot of people, especially those Methodist Church, and active
course Monday night for the with minor difficulties. Folks members of Wooemen Grove 126.
moon landing by firing their big who are mixed up on religion as it
Burial will be in the Murray
rocket engine for 10 seconds: should be applied, people who Cemetery with the arrangements
have
getting
difficulty
along
with
The burn also speeded the craft
by the J. H. Churchill Funeral
to make up the 40 minutes lost other folks, etc. Young folks who Home where friends may call
when the launch countdown was can't seem to get their feet on the after four p.m. today (Tuesday).
stopped by bad weather Sun- ground.
day, and Apollo 14 again is
scheduled to swing into moon We have a Mental Health Center
orbit at 1:48 a.m. EST here in Murray that deals with
such problems. If you are having
Thursday.
trouble meeting life with its
problems, complexities, and
tribulations, drop by this Center.
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
stock market opened irregularly higher in heavy trading
today.
Two persons, injure& in ac-Shorty- atter cidents, were treated at the
advances were leading declines,
emergency room of the Murray135 to 88.
Calloway County Hospital on
The funeral for Mrs. E. A.
The Dow Jones industrial.
Monday.
(Bessie) Tucker of 109 South 9th average of 30 selected
blue
Gerald Miller, age 27, of Dexter Street, Murray, was held today at
chips was off 0.62 at 877.19.
was treated at 7:40 p.m. for a two p.m: at the chapel of the J. H.In the steel group, Bethlehem
muscle strain of the neck and a Churchill Funeral Home with Dr.
picked up Li to 22.
Steel
contusion of the left rib cage. He Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., and Dr.
and Republic gained ki each to
was reported injured in an W. S. Evans officiating.
33% and 29%, respectively.
automobile accident.
Pallbearers were Johnny Jones &
Laughlin rose % to
Dan Hart, age 60, of Murray Quertermous,
J.ames
-Route Five, was treated Monday Lassiter, Bryan Tolley, Connie
Monsanto,
ex-dividend,
after an automobile accident. Re Ford. Henry Holton, and Vernon
climbed NI to 381 7, among the
suffered abrasions and con- Stubblefield, Jr.
ofternicals. Eastman
Kodak
tustions of the chest, laceration of
Interment was in the Murray added 14
to 76%.
the nose, ad all edema over the Cemetery with the arrangements
In the oils, Atlantic Richfield
right eye, according to hospital by the J. H. Churchill Funeral
rose 18 to 6918. Texaco and
officials.
Home. ..
Standard of California were
Mrs. Tucker, age 89, died unchanged at 341
k and 54.
Monday at 7:12 a.m, at the respectively. Occidental
gained
Murray -Calloway County 1-4 to 1912.
Hospital. Her husband, Rev. E. Pan Am fell 14
to 153
/
4 in the
A. Tucker, former pastor of the airlines. UAL Inc.
also dipped
First Methodist Church, died in 1.4 to 3118, but American
held
1930, and she had made her home unchanged
at 283%. General
Federal State Market News here since that time.
Dynamics slipped
to 271.4 in
Service
The deceased is survived by
Monday February 1 Mayfield, one son, Bruce Tucker, and one the aircrafts, but McDonnell
Douglas was unchanged at 2748.
Ky7
stepdaughter, Mrs. Charles
Mayfield Livestock Market: Hughes, both of Memphis, Tenn-.;
Livestock weighed on arrival.
five grandchildren; two great
• grandchildren.
Cattle this week 150
Calves this week 17
COMPARED
LAg
TO
(Continued From Page One)
WEEK: Slaughter cows .75
higher, slaughter bulls fully 1.00
Monday's regisnation of State
higher, slaughter calves and
Parks Commissioner James
vealers steady to strong, feeder
Host,apparently opening the way
steers and heifers 2.00-3.00
for him to announce as a canhigher.
Funeral services for Noel V. didate for lieutenant governor in
Slaughter Cows: Utility 19.50- Cole of New Concord have been the May primary.
32.00 with high yielding in- scheduled for Wednesday at
Host did not disclose his future
dividual up to 22.50, Cutter 17.75- eleven a.m. at the chapel of the plans except to say they would be
19.50. Canner 15.00-17.75.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home made public in the next few
Slaughter ,Bulls: Utility over with Rev. Lloyd Wilson _of- weeks.
1000 lbs. 23.00-26.00.
ficiating.
.
Harper followed Host as public
Slaughter Calves and Vealers:
Pallbearers win beterild information coinrnissioner when
Choice 180-240 lbs. vealers 43.50 Richerson, Michael Manning, Host was named head of
the
45.50, Choice 241-350 lbs. calves Burnett Farley, Leon Smith, J. C. Parks Department. Harper
is
40.00-45.00, mixed Good and Brewer, and Billy Swift. Burial regarded as the Administration's
Choice 240-350 lbs. 34.00-40.00.
will be in the Murray Cemetery probable candidate for secretary
Feeder Steers: High Choice with the arrangements by the of state in the May primary.
and Prime 300-400 lbs. 40.00-43.00, Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
Nunn named Shirley PalmerChoice 300-400 lbs. 37.00-40.00, 400- where friends may call.
Ball, former State Alcoholic
500 lbs. 34.00-37.00, mixed Good
Cole, age 51, died Sunday about Beverage Control commissioner,
and Choice 300-400 lbs. 34.50-37.00, eleven a.m. His death was due to
to replace Host. Palmer-Ball
400-500 lbs. 32.00-34.50, 500-600 lbs. a heart attack. He was a brick
shifted to assistant parks com29.00-32.00, Good 300-400 lbs. mason by trade and was born in
missioners three weeks ago,
32.00-34.50, 400-500 lbs. 29.00-32.00, Calloway County on June 11, 1919.
apparently to begin the
500-600 lbs. 26.00-29.00.
Survivors are his mother, Mrs. changeover
Host's
before
Feeder Heifers: Choice 300-500 Mavis Brewer of Murray Route
resignation.
lbs. 30.75-3.75, mixed Good and Eight, one daughter, Mts. Jerry
The Administration choice for
Choice 300-500 lbs. 23.0030.75. (Carolyn) Carson of Hopkingovernor, Thomas D. Emberton,
011ie; two sons, Jimmy Cole of a former public service comNew Concord and Donald Cole of missioner, has scheduled a news
the U. S Navy stationed at conference in Louisville WedNorfolk, Va.; one sisters, Mrs. nesday to announce his canBrent Josephine) Manning of 806 didacy.
South 17th Street, Murray;
ADULTS 99
grandmother. Mrs. I.ila Drinkard
NURSERY 4 of Murray Route One; seven
January 31, 1971
grandchildren.
"IT WAS STUPID"
CROYDON, England (UPI)NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
When a series of thefts from a
Baby Girl Price (Mrs. PLANS GO BUST
Elizabeth Pate), Rt. 1, Hardin, BOURNEMOUTH., England factory canteen baffled compaBaby Girl nicker ( Mrs Carolyn UPI I-Barmaid -Jan Toriani- ny officials, cheese packer
nicker), Box 27 Green Acres nen has given up her plans to Feith Neck, 18, suggested a
undergo plastic surgery • to parte covered willt blue dye be
Trailer
redutt 1 -381i-ih-cUmilt. — seTout as bait._
Miss Tornianinert,-fed up with
. Monday a court fined him
DISMISSALS
Mrs Louise Massey and Baby men's remarks about her $19.20 for stealing the purse
Girl. Rt. 2. Farmington, Mrs. ample attributes,--said a. note containing one penny.
sea the purse on the-table
Lorene Ellis. 719 SycamOrt,
%icemen in Germany asking and. took il without thinking,"
Murra • Jesse Darnell, Rt. :1.
Farmington. Wildie-Ellis; 718 her to be their official- pinup Neck said. "It was stupid of
in was the clincher that
"
Scatnore. Murray
apged her mind.

Purchase Area '
Hog Market

Quotes

about the flow of money, interest
rates, profits, about the
businessman getting a break.
They don't have much room left
to take care of the poor or the
workers."

culture:
"These drugs are no longer
acceptable to us. This applies to
From The
Jerry Rubin, Stew Slbert, Abbie
Federal State Market News
Hoffman and the whole silly
Service Tuesday, February 2,
psychedelic movement which
1971.
we've supported in the past. But
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Communist we're finished with relating to
By United Press International TOKYO --A
Market Report includes 10 buying
SPACE CENTER, Houston- commentary on the military their madness."
stations.
The decision to go for a lunar situation near the Laos-South
Receipts: Act 886 Est. 700
landing, as radioed to the Apollo Vietnam border, in a broadcast
barrows and gilts fully 75c higher
14 astronauts when they awoke by the Pathet Lao from Hanoi
sows, 50 to 1.00 higher.
POPULATION TRENDS
Monday night, by ground con- monitored here:
US 2-3 200-240 lbs. $ 18.75-19.25;
"These military deployments
troller Bruce McCandless:
US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $ 18.25-18.75;
-The conclusion of our ground and activities are an indication WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $ 17.75-18.25;
analyses are the system is now that the United States is Census Bureau says a survey
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $ 17.25-17.75.
working nominally and our preparing for a new escalation of Shows younger wives expect to
SOWS
current intention is that you'll be the war in Laos. The new U.S. have fewer children than their
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $ 14-15;
go for the lunar landing and all war plan calls for a combined older counterparts-a trend
US 1-3 300-500 lbs. $ 13-44;
Thai-South Vietnamese ground that points toward a slackening
subsequent vents."
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $ 12-13.
operation in Southern Laos to be in the nation's population
BOARS 8.50 to 10.00.
supported by U.S. warplanes." growth.
WASHINGTON-Joseph
The survey showed that wives
Beirne, president of the 500,000Avoid leaving food Mantling member
v ommunications BERKELEY, Calif.-Black aged 18 and 19 expected an
G
in an aluminum vessel longer Workers of Amefica, is a sharp Panther leader Eldridge Cleaver, average of 3.3. The 2.7 figure,
than necessary. Minerals in criticism of President
Nixon's in a tape-recorded statement the Bureau said, would be 18
foods cause pitting of alumi- economic
from his exile in Algiers, per cent above what is needed
advisers:
num.
-These fellows are worried criticizing the psychedelic to replace each generation.

News

The Number-One
Choice is

MAC
TV 5

"tre"
.
Film
Fbstival
The finest feature films
available for Television
MONDAY. TUESDAY AND
WEDNESDAY, 10:30 PM
TONIGHT
"THE JOKERS" (in color)

Starring Michael Crawford, James
Donald, Oliver Reed, Harry
Andrews

COSMETIC BUYS!!

Today's Stock
Market

Two Persons Are
Reported Injured

TUESDAY-FEBRUARY 1, 1971

Rites Held Today
rs. Tucker

NEW fromITZ

PRELL LIQUID

Magic Moment.

SHAMPOO

Foam-in Hair Color

Reg. $2,44

First fun, one-step way
to cover-gray or •
bruqhten dull,fackng'hair.
Push-buttontasy. -11 true-to-life shades.

NOW

1 Pt

HAPPINESS

g

Size

A new night for Barbara Stanyryck
and Lee Mators in this
outstanding western series

FOAM-IN CONDITIONING
HAIR COLOR

it

Our Reg. 67'

97
57

Our Reg. $ 1 66

CLAIROL

HEAD &
SHOULDERS

LOVING CARE

Federal State
Market Report

THURSDAY,10:30 PM

-411$p
liti
t
144

1 PL, 4-oz.

1-oz

4.14:44:00600

ID

NOW

LISTERINE
ANTISEPTIC

1.is.

Imperial Size

MAC
TV 5

SHAMPOO
Family Size
„CUL Tube

13

Nunn . . .

Reg. '1"$ 1

Funeral Wednesday

MAC
T%1c.5
241:402410001.
THURSDAY THRU SUNDAY
/V 30 PM

te
Show

Fine motion pictures everyone
will enjoy, but programmed
especially for the insomniacs

For Noel V. Cole

6.75-oz. Size

SCOPE
Super Size
Mouthwash

7-oz. Size

MAC
11165
00.1141414011:01
FRIDAY. SATURDAY
AND SUNDAY, 10;30 PM

Just Spray.
Brush...
and...GO

Pampers

No Mess!

For Drier,
Happier Babies!

Hospital Report

_ct., _m•fray.

Our Reg.

.4.4.a.14/1040
1 13/4
.M
. Perg

6.75-oz,
Size

BIG
BIG

Reg. or Mint Flavor

Moft..-Sar. SPO-Trn. to 9 P
•m •
Sunday- 42:30 p.m. to 6 p.m .

Television's most famous
Detective-Attorney with a
futtweekend's intriguing plots
abilexciting Khoo!

• Daytime
• Overnight
• Newborn

DISCOUNT PRICES

Our Reg. 77'
Bel-Air Shopping Center

PERRY
MASON-

Acres of Free Parking
8.111AIMI

•

AND 10 PM

